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MORE DEAD

IN

PROVISIONAL

OFFERED IN

TAFT

SECRETARY

CHIEF

NOW

IS ESTABLISHED IN CUBA
GOVERNOR
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SACRIFICE
FUNSTON,
Pennsylvania Road As Usual
Refuses To Tell Facts
In the Case.
RUNNING

n

WHO GOES

FIGHTER,

TO CUBA

w

(

TRAIN CRASHED

INTO ONE

THE

REPAIRED

IS GIVEN

IN FULL AS IT WAS

PRINTED

Cubans' of All Parties Express Them
selves as Pleased and No Doubt
Quiet Will Be Unbroken.

Later the Road Gives Out a Mod
ified Statement of the First
Reports Sent Over Wire.

DR.

ALFREDO ZAYA3.

j

TAFT CABLES FOR LORE

phiiadelnhla. Sent. 29. Seven per
ono were killed outright and several
or more
more died, and twenty-fiv- e
were Injured In a collision of passen
ger trains on the New York division
of the Pennsylvania railroad at Ed
dington, Pa., nineteen miles north of
this city, shortly after 9 o'clock this
morning--

PROCLAIM

HIS

Alfredo Zayat la president of the
liberal party In Cuba. While not In
TROOPS BUT PRESIDENT ABSENT the field
a fighter, he hat fled to
the rebel camps, where hie command
le law with the rebel generate.

Taft Says Intervention Only Temporary Until People Can
Mold General Election and Choose
Their Own Rulers.

FULL MEASURE

DOMINQO

MENDEZ

CAPOTE.

Dr. Capote is vice president ef Cuba
and, being a lawyer, President Palma
and the moderate party made Mr
their spokesman In the negotiations
with the Taft commission. It was hm
who made the announcement
that
Palma's entire government would resign.

OF RUIH

.

Following Its customary policy of
alienee the Pennsylvania declines aD
aolutely to furnish Information regard
in the cause of the wreck or the
number killed or the Injured.
It is said by passengers, however,
that the Long Branch express bound
for Philadelphia stopped to cool
hot 'journal. While the train crew
were working on the Journal the New
York express train thundered around
a curve and crashed into the standing
train. It is declared that the New
iork express disregarded the signals
and thus caused the accident. Most
of those killed and injured were in
the Pullman car in the rear of the
Long Branch train.
Would Palliate the Accident.
Later: General Manager Atterbury
of the Pennsylvania stated this after
noon that only two were killed and
twenty-nin- e
injured, some slightly. In
the rear end collision near Eddlngton
Pa. today. The dead are Mrs. W. H
Cocnell, wife of an employe of the rail
road, and Mrs. Mary OMally of Phil
adetpma.

FOOT BALL SEASON HAS
BEGUN

V

Cambridge, Mass.. Sept. 29. The
foot ball season will be formally opened here today with the first game on
the Harvard eleven's schedule, the
game against Williams. The contest
which will take place this afternoon
Is not considered ono of great Importance, but Is more in the nature cf
a practice game, to prepare the Harvard eleven for the more strenuous
contests later in the season. Most
of the games which Harvard is going
to play this season will be played nere.
The first game out of town will be
played at West Point against the
eleven of tne Military academy. The
uate of that game has been set for
October 27. The next, and probably
most important game of Harvard's
season will be at New Haven, against
Yaie. The game against Yale will be
played on November 21 and will practically close the season.
TIGER ELEVEN GOES AFTER

VILLANOVA AGGREGATION
Princeton, N. J., Sept. 29. The Tig-

er eleven open their foot ball season
this afternoon with a game against

v'illanova. Although today's game is
not considered as being of great importance, a large attendance Is expected, as great interest Is manifested
in the woi'k of the Princeton eleven.
The season will be quite interesting
and will include ten game. Six of
them are against minor colleges and
will be scarcely more than "warming
up" games. The only important games
will be those against Annapolis at
Annapolis, Md., October 13; against
Cornell, October 27: against the Mili
tary academy eleven at West Point,
November 10 and against Yale, at
Princeton, on November 17.
CORNELL WILL TRY THE
COLGATE BEST ELEVEN
Ithaoa, N. Y., Sept. 29. The sturdy
Corntll eleven will this afternoon take
the measure of the Colgate eleven on
t heir own home ground.
The Cornell
team has been hard at practice ever
opening
Mace the
of the college and
is well prepared to meet Its antag
game
and a few others
onists. This
to follow
will
are
nivo
that
val
eleven
Cornell
Koine
the
training
ami
as
practice
uable
the season advances. The first Im
portant game will be that against
Princeton, to be played at New York
Octolnr 27. The game against Philadelphia will be played at Philadelphia on November 29.
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man after the Taft style. It appears
he has been putting on flesh
steadily ever since he left the Philippines.
Eight years ago last winter when
he left the Cuban army of li aeration
he was a bag of bones.

This photograph of General Fred
Funston is his very latest It was
taken only a few days ago at Washington, where the general stopped en
route for Cuba.
The picture will surprise most peo- pie, because it shows Fred as a fat

PIKE CELEBRATION
CLOSED

AT

Havana, Sept. 29. The American
provisional government assumed
of Cuba today, when .Secretary Taft'8 proclamation declaring
himself provisional governor was formally Issued. The proclamation was
published in the official Gazette and
thousands of printed copies were distributed in Havana and elsewhere. The
terms of the proclamation give general satisfaction, especially on account
of the moderation In which It Is
phrased. Us statement that the provisional government of Cuba Is undertaken only on account of the neces
sities of the situation, and its promise
that the provisional government will
be maintained purely for the purpose
of restoring rxace, order and public
confidence, until a "permanent govern
o one appears
ment Is established.
to doubt the good intentions of Presi
dent Roosevelt and his representatives
and there Is no apprehension of any
serious trouble or resistance to pro
visional government In any part of
Cuba.
While Governor Taft has not yet
taken possession of the palace, this Is
Palma will
only because
not be ready to vacate the omc:r.i
residence until Monday and Taft de
sires to do whatever he can to suit
the convenience of the
No disturbances of any k'nd occurred
last night. Business Imprests hJM
are gratified at he change of government.
A striking feature of the provisional government Is that the Cuban flag
has not been lowered. This establishes the precedent in the provisional government and the protectorates.
p8-sessio- n
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buildings of the island; and all executive departments and provincial and
municipal governments, including that
of the city of Havana will continue to
be administered as under tne Cuban
republic. The courts will continue to
administer Justice' and all laws not In
their nature Inapplicable by reason of
temporary and emergent character of
tne government will be In force.
"President Roosevelt has been most
anxious to bring about peace under
the constitutional government of Cuba
an 1 he made every endeavor to avoid
the present step. Longer delay, how
Univever, would e dangerous in view of
Investigation
of the cabinet
the
Until furtner notice, the heads of all
ersal-No
departments of the central govern
nient will report to me for lnstruc
tlons, Including General Alexandra
Rodrlgues in command of the rural
guards and other regular government THE COUNTRY WAS INJURED AS MUCH AS WERE TOWNS
forces, and General Carlos Roloff,
treasurer of Cuba.
Until further notice civil lovnrnnra
and aicades win also report to me for Twenty Five Per Cent of the Cotton Lost In Many Places- -

BEGINS TO BE REALIZED

0

SOUTHERN S

Not Many Lives Were Lost But Destruc
tion Was Both Widespread and

Section Escaped.

ani residents of Cuba to assist me

Government Lost Ships and light Houses
Swept Into Sea.

m

me wurs vi resiurmg uruer, tranquil
lty and public confidence.
"(Signed)
WM. H. TAFT,
"Secretary of War, United States Pro
visional Governor of Cuba.
- "Havana. Sept. 29. 1906"

Pennsacola, Fla.. Sept. 29. The er. The fire department was called
vaslnesa of destruction wrought by out In the vicinity of Gordon creek
the hurricane Thursday morning Is to rescue women- and eblldrett iro
PRESIDENT AWAY AT A
now beglnnlna to be realized. Twenty- - prisoned in their home by the over-- !
MOST inOPEnTUNC TIME five persona are knowno to haye been flow of the creek. Five buildings
Big Carnival Blow Out This
Washington. D. C. Sept; 29. Secre- - killed. They are Quartermaster Ser-- were blown down, one of them being
tary Taft has cabled from Havana to geant Overlander, Mrs. Eva r . Pre
Evening With an Abunda large warehouse. The First NationAct Ins: Secretary Oliver at the war tlce and baby. Private Jordan, un- - al bank was unroofed. Many Missisance of Confetti.
department to send American troops known artilleryman. Edward Hughes, sippi ports
express apprehension .
to Cuba In accordance with the pro-- unknown negro and wife. Mrs. Lob, about the rural negro population,
gram already arranged.
Secretary I San Gonzales, Geo. Gonzales, Mrs. T, saying that the little cabins vera
Oliver is trying to communicate this P. Matthews and two amall children, blown down hy scores. Reports so
LIBRARY ASSdciATION
Proclamation.
Taffs
dispatch to President Roosevelt off three unknown seamen from a Brlt- - far received say the damage to the
folGovernor Taft's proclamation
HOLDS ITS MEETING
Uarnstable. Mass.. on the Mayflower ish steamer at the quarantine nospitai. cotton crop will be the most serious
lows:
or Missouri of the Atlantic fleet by attendants Collier and Ross of the result of the storm In Mississippi
s
"People of Cuba: The failure of
hospital, two unKnown These reports agree upon an estimatw re test, in order to secure the nec- - quarantine
MUU 1 tWlIM
to act on the Irrevocable resig- essarv nresldentlal authorization
Denver, Sept. 29. Vice President
for Greeks. Geo. Morgan, an unknown ed loss of from 20 to 25 per cent. On
CAPT. B. F. MITCHELL.
nation of the president of the repub the movement. There are 6.500 sold-- nsnerman
Charles W. Fairbanks delivered au
the Mississippi gulf coast, in addition
lic of Cuba to elect his successor, iers ready to start from
Newnort I Onlv four bodies nave been recov to twenty-fiv- e
address today at the laying of the
small schooners reCaptain B. F. Mitchell, who accom- leaves tne country wuuoui a govern- - News, Va,
ered and searching parties now trying ported wrecked last night. Ship and
cornerstone of the new Y. M. C. A.
panies General Funston to Cuba,
ment at a time when great disorder
to reach them. Looters followed in Cat islands In the Mississippi sound
Arranging for Troop Sending.
building to be erected in this city.
his aid, is also his cousin.
prevails, and requires that, pursuant
While walling to hear from the tha wake of the hurricane and fifteen
five wrecked
barks on their
to request of Palma, necessary Bteps president, Acting Secretary of War extra ipo'Icemen are on guard, cans have
PRESIDENT IS ENJOYING
In the name and authority Oliver has Issued order for the ex- - for charity have been made to assist shores.
taken
be
NAVAL TARGET PRACTICE
Lives Are Also Lost.
of the President of the United States peditlon of 6,500 to prepare to sail the poor and everything possible to
Barnstable, Mass., Sept. 29. The SPEECH MADE BY
to restore order and protect life and trom Newport News as soon as po relieve the 2,000 homeless Is being
Reports from 100 miles of gulf
NT
government yacht Mayflower, with
property in the Island of Cuba and the sible ThU is sublect to
done.' There were eight seamen in coast throughout which the Louisville
President Roosevelt aboard. Joined
islands and keys adjacent thereto, and of the president. Secretary Tuft had Santa Rosa station, when the hospital & Nashville opened communication
the battleships of the North Atlantic
for the purpose of establishing therein probably a thorough understanding of building was carried away, an eigui last night say there Is an apparently
FAIRsquadron this morning, and preparaa provisional government. The pro- what should be done in the present clinging to the roof. Five of them well founded rumor that several men
visional government hereby establish- emergency before Secretary Taft sent washed upon this side after night to- - were drowned during the hurricane
tions were at once begun ;for target
practice.
ed will be maintained only long his message this morning for troops, gether, and the other three were while attempting to save their boats.
enough to restore order, peace and There will he no delay In starting drowned with two nurses. The United
CONNECTICUT IS PUT
public confidence, by direction of and after the necessary formality of the States quarantine station was destroy- - MOBILE RE8UMED BUSINESS
INTO COMMISSION
in the name of the president of the president s approval. Therefore
the ed
ON VERY LIMITED SCALE
United States, and then to hold such entire program is being put into exe
New York, Sept. 29. The battleship
29, via Meridian,
Mobile, Sept.
I AS REPORTS COM
elections as may be necessary to de- cution.
Connecticut, one of the most power- On the
reMiss.
Business was partially
Y.
of
Dedication
the
persons
upon
on
GROWS
termine
WORSE
whom
those
Humphrey
General
Quartermaster
DISASTER
navy,
ful ships of the United States
In Mobile today. The city an- - '
sumed
regovernment
permanent
conthe
of
to
Immediately
the
Hourly
29.
has
ordered
the
been
was ordered Into commission here to
jew Orleans, Sept.
M. C. A. Building at
are cleaning the Btreets of
public shall be devolved.
tract for the necessary transports to I magnitude of Thursday's storm In Mis- - thorltles
day. The ship is still at its slip in
as rapidly as possible.
debris
the
Present
troops
Government
convey
Provisional.
today.
Cuba
to
the
and
the
bissippl becomes more serious
the East river and will ba ready to
cars
Denver
are expected to resume
Today.
Street
managers
cen.
Is
as
so
"In
connecfar
consistent
of
railroads
telegraphic
with
the
the
traffic
start out In a day or two. All that
the Interrupted
Sunday night. The Postal
servlco
inprovisional
government
established
News
tering
Newport
In
have
been
at
tlon with the state Is resumed
remains to be done is the provisionare
Union
,
, vcompanies
.under, the authority of the United struct ed to prepare to entrain tmme- - every direction. Town after town In and Western
. - i
..
I
V.
ing of the ship and the adjustment pcpcinPMT
r
'
PAccnin
"
troops
oiait-suo
building.
diately
various
the
vuuuu
gove'uiuia win
from, the
of a few details concerning the fitting
the interior wire, he. that
ment,
to the constitution army posts which have been selected were blown down. live, end angered
up of the quarters of the officers and
qENJOYS TARGET SHOTS of Cubs.conforming
ft
flag
g
by
The
Cuban
hoist
neral
will
Cuban
be
the
staff for thev
men. Captain Swift, who is said to
and crops blown from fields. The
government
as
over
ed
usual
cervire.
the
station there records the enumeration - AN EYE
be in the line for promotion to the
of an almost unbroken line of wreck
W;SFTASTAT,ON
rank of rear admiral, is in command
Colorado Springs, Sept. 29. The
ago ui snipping uu iiiu buu woo, i.
of the Connecticut; Lieutenant Com- Tike Centennial closes tonight after
bept. 29. The first train
Louis,
St.
tho direction of Mobile. However, all
mander Shoemaker is executive offireports to this station ended abruptly over the M. & O. from Mobile arrived
cer, Lieutenant Commander Chandler a week replete with Interest and enat a point alout fifty 'miles east of this morning, having left Mobile yesis navigator and JJeutenant Fulllnwid-e- r joyment to thousands of visitors from
Mobile.
In addition to the shipping terday morning. Geo. K. Warner of
ordnance officer.
Colorado and neighboring states.
A
on the main land re- St. Louis, treasurer for the Southwestashore
washed
displacement
The Connecticut has a
garrison review by Governor McDonports came In today of vessels wreck ern Railway company, with his family
of 16,000 tons and a contract speed
ed or stranded on the chain of islands was a passenger from Mobile. "The
of 18 knots. The armament Includes ald and distinguished quests at Camp
not so bad as in 1893, acout in the gulf which form the Mm- - storm was my
morn10
was
Pike
held
at
o'clock
eight
this
twelve
four
opinion. I went through
cording to
which
news
sIssIddI
The
little
sound.
ing.
troops,
cowThe
Indians
guns, besides
and
and twenty
them both," said Warner. "The storm
delMississippi
river
from
the
arrived
boys
will
break
thirty of various small calibers. The
camf this afternoon
was a freak of wind comlns
ta added to the property damage re Thursday
ship has a complement of more than and by their presence will add
from the southeast and sweeping over
damage
although
I.
but
ported
there,
to the street carnival of
8imi officers and men.
doing great damage to
reported no loss of life is known the city harbor
It is exactly two years after being fun and frolic, which takes place on The Morning Journal Prejudiced Its Cause and Is Considered
wharvts,
and naval stores on
there.
launched. It Is the largest ship ever the down town streets tonight, and is
tho water front. The damage I think
by
L.
O.
Leaders
Republican
"Bolter"
Party
of
the
fullen
Damaged.
Philip
Heavily
Fort
commissioned for the American navy. the grand finale to the week of fes
will reach $12,500,000, sixty
Tho damage of $10,000 at Kort St. probably
tivliles.
Temporary Chairman. No Opposition to Delegate Andrews.
percent or more of the wharves and
besixty
miles
Philip,
located
about
FAIR
SITH ANNUAL STATE
Lljrary Association Meets,
docking facilities is damaged.
low here on the Mississippi river. Is
OF MISSOURI OPENED TODAY
The Colorado Library association,
Incoming
Another Makes It More Graphic.
steamers.
today
by
reported
Sedalia, Mo., Sept. 2!t. The sixth consisting of librarians and assist- Special to The Kvc :iing Citizen.
' bell
argued for I he' regularly elected A nortlon of the levees erected to pro
Roofs were torn from houses and
annual Missouri state fair opened ant librarians of the libraries in this
delegation, and Clancy and others ap tect the fort against Just such tides is windows were blown out. I know of
East Las Vena.i N. M.. Sent. 29.
here today under the most favorable Btate, is hoi, linn Its annual uiee'ing
peared for tho contestant. The legal- broken and as having al-- only three deaths and they were nc
auspices. It will continue until Oc- here today, this being the last day of The morning of the convention is at-at- 1,v or lne "(.'legation neauea ny tne reported as magazines
to flood. l ue groes. The storm blew at the rate of
are that the
Mowed the
Indications
hand
and
toner 5 and promises to be a great the
s Peak ctlebration.
The af
Hubbells was so clearly established
under process of erec- - fifty-fivmiles an hour and was not
success. The agricultural and imitis- - ternoon will be devoted to a careful tendance will be very large. Promln- - to result in placing ineni on mo tern-as- new quarters,
also reported as swept away of as great force or effect as that of
trial exhibition Is larger than ever be- - Nll4,eet:on of the Carnegie library and ent republicans of the territory have porary ro;i u me coiiimme uy tne tion, are
1893.
Llahthouse Keener Dead
There was no tidal wave. The
gathered here In anticipation
of a
fore and the premiums offered arcf
tno , Vening the members will
total vote or the committee, except
Reports of the death of Capt. John- wind simply forced the water from
generous than tn former years. toml tlu,r anmlai banquet and later warm conicst over statehood resolu- one.
son, keep of Horn Island light house the gulf into the city. The damage
The new live stock building, the new wm vk,w tne risin; fireworks scene tions. It is signilicant that delegates
sound, and the coeld be seen all along the line from
In the territorial central in tho Mississippi
person,
but
result
are
few
proxies
in
The
here
luiiKlbarns,
cattle
the new poultry
()1 tilfr,
having been filed with the secretary committee is not conclusive, as the death of his wlft and daughter, were Mobile north to points In Mississippi,
Ing and the additions to the steel
hero today by the first corn and cotton being greatly damof t!u- committee for enrollment on contestants will apieal to the conven- brought
grand stand are used for the first prLL GAMES OF THE
New Orleans from the east aged.
into
atttlid-anctrain
It Is conceded that the overtion,
organization.
temporary
but
The
year.
time this
Among the special!
NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB
C. S. Clayton, a Pullman conductor
over the Iioulsville & Nashville road.
any
vote
for
delewhelming
the
probably
liubbell
will
of
exceed
that
eatures provided for the entertaintrain brought passengers from of the train, made the following stateThis
New York, Sept. 29. The seventy-sev- former territorial convention.
i lie result
of
is
the
positive
gation
ment of the visitors will be a number enth
eastern cities ment: "The damage cannot bo told
annual fall games of the
character of the evidence presented New York and other Scranton.
of automobile races. During the week
Miss., yet.
who had been hld at
When the train pulled out of
will be held
club
AthMic
York
New
of
delegation.
tho
seated
in
favor
DELGATES
FROM
of the fuir the
Missouri Probate in Travers Island ttiis afternoon. The REGULAR
by the hurricane. They say that tho Mobile yesterday morning the water
generally
It
admitted
here
is
Judges' association and the Missoui:
that Horn Island light house was swept was sweeping Into the city from the
THIS COUNTY SEATED
e
relay
event will le a
support of t lie delegation contestSta'e Veterinary association will hold chief
into tlie sea by tho wind and waves, gulf and the wind was still blowing
republican central the
colleges
The
territorial
t ,ich te.i;n
and
clulis
race
for
county
ing for the liernalillo
their annual meetings on the fair
seals by and tbat the keeper and his family nard. For four blocks north of the
men, escii to u! committee met in the rooms of t he
of
four
to
consist
Morning
grounds.
Journal has went with the structure.
the Albuquerque
from four
water front the water
of a mile. There vi!i ". Commercial club at 10 o'clock this
a prejudice against the anti- six feet deep In buildings and the
Negroes and Cotton Suffer.
Ij
jthe usual handicap events, to abich morning, and att'T effecting a tem- cieateil
Money Market,
Hubbell faction, as that publ'catlon Is
Miss., datnago to the contents will be great.
Heports from Halisburg.
u:i.:er tlv"; porary organization heard the l'.erna-lillNew York, Sept. L'i. Money on rai: all registered amateurs
were that the town had suffered about I am Bure the loss of life has been
county contest.
iioiiiin.il: no loans. Prime iiiercanwi" 'rules of the Amateur AthleM.- i .hi
$:iiii,iiihi damage from wind and wat- - exaggerated.
(Continued on page five.)
Chi! i"is, Wilkerson and F. A. l'.ub- are tllgible.
paper, C1"?". Silver, ts 18.
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REGULAR REPUBLICAN DELEGATES
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AT GLOBE,

A.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Ariz., Sept '.'9. Great prepGlob
arations have been made for the
tournameut, which started to.'ay
unil will be continued until Octojer
;.
Three prizes are hung up, namely
$ l (miii f,,r first,
for second,
for third, and in addition $H" to cacti
Teams from El
of the losing teams.
l'aso, Tucson, ('.lobe. Cliltou and the
Examiner team of l.os Atmeles ar)
eirereil A lurt;'' crowd of visitors
are no-.- in the el'yMetal Market.
New York, Sept. L".i. Copper strong
lead firm and un
and uuchanjei:
('bullae I

I

-

e

one-mil-

i

one-quart- er

-

'

-
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PAGE TWO.

ALBUQUERQUE

features of the fair, Including a fine
T LIE EVENING CITIZEN agricultural exhibit, a display of cattle ,shccp, horses, dogs and pet animals, poultry, fruit, etc., ninny spe- raMUkai Dally
l Wwkly iy
entertainment features are offerTte Citizen Publishing Company rial
ed to the visitors. Seven bands and
two or three quartets have been en-at hMha for tmanlariM tknwk tka gaged to furnish music.
The racing
Mil a. mona1 alaaa MtUv,
program Is the best, ever offered and
some of the fastest, horses In the
country will ronton for the liberal
prizes. Sousa and his band will give
concerts every night in the large state
arsenal building which has a seating
of 10,(1(10 people. There wfd
fsfflalal Paper of Bernalillo County capacity
also be balloon ascensions and oiheri
City of Albuquerque.
interesting features. The fair will
TrwM Afttraaoa DlipttchM.
close on October 5.
City 14 County Cirtalitln.
TROOPS BREAK CAMP
Tk U'rwt Nw Mtxkt Clralitlo.
AT MT. GRETNA, PA.
lirrmt Narthtr Mtoni Clreulttl.
Mr. Gretna, I'a., Sept. 29, The military encampment at Camp Roosevelt,
TUMI OF SUBSCRIPTION!
which for more than one month hnl
X'v.Mr hw MIL
M
ar month
attracted thousands of soldiers, reguX.W
mut m ui. an. rar
lar as well ns militia, to Mt. Gretna.
6y Carrier, 60c per month Is at an end and the last (if the troops
releft here last evening
to
Ta Iwim Cmm will b. dcHTcnd tn tha turn to
their respective stations. It
aka law rata af W eanta wr waak. ar far W
w mimlH,
is stated on good authority that the
rbn pan monthly.
result of the maneuvers and the field
K&de
Known
Application
on
Uiullilni Ittei
work done by the troops during Ihe
Vrfwarlaara wttl aanfar
faror by notlfytnr oa encampment has been highly satisfactory and a great (leal of good is ex
anMhMlaitaiy aa any
of tha papor.
aa4 ramittanraa ahotild ba tddmrnl ta pected to result from the experience
Twa) Qran PunuianiNa Company
Irmf t. gained.
A careful and eomprehens
aatMTBca and axpraw money orara
arabu u tha ardar af tha ive report of the work done will be
submitted to the war department by
General Grant, who was In command
Colorado 1 5 of the enenmpment.
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Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form
P

&f)Q

for

Invalids
Tourists and

WORKERS
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ARE ILLEGAL III ARMY

Fifty Fourth State Fair Opens
at Springfield. Illinois.
552.500 in Prizes.
THE USUAL

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Bounds of That State

i

205 East Railroad Ave.

PHARMACY

and

Cold Avobua

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full 8et of Teeth

Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

ALL

DEATH OF PROMINENT

WORK

$6
$1.50 up
50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

PETER

folding ot American Flag in

Peter

Washington, Sept. 29. There has
been much trouble In the war department during the last few months by
reason of the unsettled bills of a defunct company exchange, which involved the transactions of Homer E.
Lewis, at one time a second lieutenant of the Thirtieth infantry, and
mow a convict in the penitentiary at
.Leavenworth, Kas.
Lewis conducted an exchange for
the officers of his company, and after
it bad passed through a period of
maladministration it was found that
the exchange owed bills to a considerable extent, one of more than $300
due. a firm in Omaha. The company
appealed to the war department,
which holds that nothing can be done
short of going into the civil courts
and collecting what may be obtained
from the officers who conducted the
exchange as a private business enter- prise, and who alone are responsible.
The company fund can not be used
in payment of the bills and the war
department can take no steps beyond
advising the creditors to go into the
courts. In the meantime it is appre
elated in the war department
that
something must be done to protect
tne army and outsiders from such orSanitations hereafter, and, while the
regulations forbid the establishment
and maintenance
of company ex
changes, It Is considered proper to
repeat the warning, which will be
done In the form of general orders,
giving strict instructions
for the
guidance of commanding officers.
CELEBRATING FLAG DAY
IN TOPEKA PUBLIC 8CHOOLS
Topeka, Sept. 23. Flag day was
celebrated in all the public schools
of this state yesterday. The date
of the one hundredth anniversary of
the day when the American flag was
first unfurled in the territory which
now constitutes the state of Kansas
was September 29, but as the 29th
this year comes on Satunday, it was
decided to hold the celebration on
the day before. In all schools patriotic exercises were held, in which prop- '. er reference was made to the part
which Lieutenant Zebulon Montgomery Pike played in the historical
events 100 years ago. It was while
Lieutenant Pike with his exploring
party passed through the territory
which now forms Kansas, that the
American flag was first thrown to tha
breeies In that wilderness.
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF CONTEST
BEGAN YESTERDAY
New York, Sept. 29. Instead of
seeking an Inland course for its annual championship contest, as In previous years, the East Jersey Golf association has selected for this year's
tournament the links of the Deal Golf
Country club. The contest began
yesterday
and will take two days.
.The championship is only open to
members of the six clubs who have
played In at least six of the team
matches during the season, but today there will be a thirty-sihole
handicap for the best gross and the
best net prizes, to which all the 200
players of the league are eligible.
The championship contest began yesterday with an eighteen-holqualifying round. The eight lowest scorers will continue at match play for

a prominent mining
man oi tnis section and manager of
the Ale3sandro Copper Mining company, died at St. Joseph hospital in
Silver City last Tuesday morning at
8 o'clock after a two weeks' illness,
says the Silver City Enterprise. Mr.
McQuade was in his usual health up
to a week ago from last Thursday
wnen ne was seized with a slight paralytic stroke. His condition hiinnm
ing no better he was moved to S'
Joseph's hospital in this city a week
ago last .nednesdny and on the same
anernoon a surgical operation was
performed on him in th bona nf s.v.
ing his life. While the operation
was successiui the condition of the
patient W88 SO WC?9 kPTlpH hv 4 ho tiro.
vicus week's Illness that he could not
wnnsiana tne shock of the operation
and finally succumbed to the inevit
uoie last luesday morning.
Peter McQuade was horn in rtnntnn
Mass., sixty-eigh- t
years ago and it
was In that cltv that he recei vprl his
education. About thirty years ago he
moveu io fsew Haven, Conn., where
he engaged In the real estate business
in which he was highly successful and
amassed considerable property. About
one year ago he was elected manager
of the Alessandro Copper Mining Co.,
operating in the Burro mountains, of
wnicn ne was a stockholder to succeed Lucious P. Demlne. who h a f re.
signed. He arrived In Silver Cltv a
t(r1n
over a year ago and- .nas .held the
""i"
position during that time. From the
start, he took a deep interest in mining although having nad no previous
experience and prosecuted development work on the properties as much
as the limited means of the company
would permit and was ever hoperul
of the future greatness of the company's properties.
He is survived hv a wif
ter and three sons, the latter being
prominent attorneys of New York A
brother, a Catholic priest in Boston
who stands hieh in enpsinRtirni Mw.
cles, also survives him.

B.

F. COPP.

ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim.

McQuade,

1

217

South

(No;y701.)

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
August 25, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before
the United States court
commissioner
at Albuquerque, N.
M
on October 6, 1906, viz.:
Manuel
E.
Chavez,
administrator of the estate ot Antonio Jose
Chavez, deceased, for the small hold
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
K. I ii.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
townsnip, viz:
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.:
Benito Armijo, Valencia, N. M.;
Sanchez, Peralta, U. M.; Mell- ton s. utero, peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department
why such
proof Bhould not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
OTERO,
MANUEL
Register.
o

x

NOTICE

WANTED A girl for general housework; small family. 519 West
avenue.
WANTED Hoarders, at C23 South
First street. Good board and clean
a month.
rooms,
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
109
West
L. Colburn, proprietor,
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270
VV ANTEjJ
A man lo do road work.
Good salary. Apply at once. 216
South becond street.
general house
VVANTEDGlrlfor
work In family of two. $30 per
month. Address Mrs. P. A. Allaire,
San Antonio, N. M.
Gentlenien's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Scnu address and
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED A Uiorousli bookkeeper,
one who can use the typewriter and
not afraid to work, at once; permanent situation to right man. Make
application in own handwriting,
stating experience and where last
employed. Address XXX, postoffice
box 194, city.
SALESMEN WANTED
SALESMAN
Experienced in any lino
to sell general trade in New Mex
Ico. An unexcelled proposition; tc
fill vacancy October 1; balance cf
this year and 1907. Commissions
weekly. The Continental
with
Jewelry Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
WANTED Salesman to nluce iewei
ry departments with general trade
In New Mexico.
High commissions
with $100 monthly advance. Per
manent posit lou for capable sales
man. Jewelry experience unnecessary. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit,

five-roo-

d

FOR

PUBLICATION.

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Land Of- nce at santa Fe, in. m., sept. Ti,
1906.

G.

five-yea-

4

i-

e

end surplus, $ioo,coo

ALtOWED

SAVINGS

OiN

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Open Evenings.

With Ample Means and Unsurpaesjrf Facilities.

f

liQ

flcn&

Extends to
New

qI

Every
Debitor.
Capital,

qmmqm

Proper

Accommodation,

and

$160,000.00.

iA
Solicit.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
,4 f
Luna, President; W. S. Strickler. V. P.
W
Johnson, . sst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c .and Cashieroh
mon -- una'
M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot,
H TroIweU

;

Solomon

TWO LOTS

?

J

O.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain

this week.

Also 5 room house, close In, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

PORTERFIELD CO,
BACON
REAL

&
ESTATE

205 West Gold

ALBUQUERQUE,

JOSHUA

S.

RAYNOLDS

President

-- '

fraxmOY

Cashier

..Assistant Cashier

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

CARDS

Deposllory for Atchison, Topeka

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bend.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
N. W., Washington, D. C.
lands, patents,
copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
.,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
que, N. M. Office, First
Bank building.

NEW MEXICO

R.JIT;

LOANS

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

FE RY.

OrriCERB AND DIRECTORS

BASHINSKY
AN3

& SANTA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

West Gold Ave.

110

&

$500,000 00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

F street

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

ST A TE NA TIONAL BANK

Albuquer-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

National

E. W. Dobso.i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

Crom-wel-

l

DR.

two-stor-

IB

FIFTY-FOURT-

fifty-fourt- h

kt-e-

o

INTEREST

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

$100,000.00
. .

22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deponits
Safety Deposit Boxes' for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts
of the Wond

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye.
A Miera
D. H. varns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. utrong. Jay A.E
Hubbs.

y

FOR

x

of-th-

apiiai

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
wu jortn Mroaqway
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
b'OH RENT Saloon in good location the Golden Ruin Drv nnniia nnmnanv
in city; fixtures
and everything Both 'phones. Appointments made by
reauy ior business. Apply to Con man.
Boiiuatea Liquor Co.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Rallrolid avenue.
f OR RENT Newly lurnianed rooms
Office
wun double oed, Fair week, at rea hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:J p. m.; 1:30
sonable rates. Minneapolis house, P. m. 10 5 p. m, Telephone 462. Appointments made by mail.
dz soutn second -- treet.
FOR REN T A partments
in Par
PHYSICIANS.
View terrace, eto-hsteam heated, and all other modern
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
Tuberculosis treated with
urant litocK.
Electrical
Current and
y
FOR RENT A six room
Treatments given each
brick house, corner nf Soventh Germicide.
day
8
p.
m.
from
4
a.
to
m.. Trained
street and Tljeras avenue. - Inquire
Both 'phones.
at. ixmimorl & Mattenccl, 624 West nurse In attendance.
UNDERTAKER.
l ljeras aavenue
POU RENT Nicely furnished rooms, Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
nouses ana nats for housekeenlne.
A. BORDERS
also ranch. Will take parties to Commercial Club Building. Black
poaru. Apply at 110 East Coal ave
and White Hearse, $5.
nue. Mrs. Norris,
ARCHITECTS.
TOR RENT One
house, ...
racilic; 2 rooms, 514 South BroadF. W. SDencer and V. O. WaIIW.
way, lurnished or unfurnished, an ford. Rooms
Barnett hntlrilnemodern furnished rooms, upstairs, Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
502 South Second street.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SALE.
J. R. Farwell.
FOR SALE CItylotran"d houses
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
eneap, for cash or payments.
tOR SALE Fire wood at the Su- NOTARY PUBLIC.
perlor Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
Office with W. B. Childers. 117 West
Beconu-nan- a
surrey. 1123 Tigeras Gold avenue.
Road.
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
FOR SALE FurnitureTfor saleand
nouse ior rent. Inquire 116 South Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.
High street.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
FOR SALE
A hanasome Hardman Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
piano, in fine condition and almost ob west Railroad avenue. Auto
new, at a bargain.
For particu- matic 'phone, 179.
lars, oll at this offlcn.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
FOR SALE My general store. Rare
viitwiuu ior someone to secure an
H. R. WHITING.
established business.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
Address
M., Pueblitos, N. M.
National Bank building.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner
and abstracter of lanri
i
uaigtuu. juubi ne sola. Forty-fou- r
rooms,
titles,
Including
all newly furnished,
those of Spanish and
painted and papered. The best pay- Mexican origin.
ing property in Albuquerque. Any
"To Cure A Felon."
otfer acceptable. Call or address C.
Phllllpsburg,
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House, says Sara Kendall, of
Kan., "Just cover it over with Buck- Albuquerque, N. M.
len's .Arnica Salve and the Salve will
FOR SALE General
merchandise
Quickest cure for
the rest."
business on the El Paso and South- do
western In eastern New Mexico. Burns, Sores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op- Eczema, Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
portunity for right party. Can ex- Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 25c
plain good reason for selling. Lo- at all druggists.
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Address inquiries to this paper.
MERCHAN2JAIL0RING

Notice is hereby given that William
Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
Department of the Interior, Land Of- - final commutation proof In support of
nta e N
SePl- - 22, his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
1906
9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
Notice is herebv Irlvpn thnf Tnon
23,
N.
T.p. 10
section
Pablo Montano of Hatran. M M hoc Range 3 E, and that said proof will
filed notice of 'als intention to make he made before the Probate Clerk, at
r
final
proof In support of Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No 1906.
6312, made April 22, 1901, or the NW
He names the following' witnesses to
, a prove his
SW
Sertlnn A I ,t o
.continuous residence upon.
Section 5. Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and and cultivation of, the land, viz:
a,
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgln. Charles
section 3, Twp. 12 N,
Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albumade befor th Pminu f'loi,
querque, N. J.
n
nalillo, N. M., on November 6, 1906.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ne names tne following witnesses to
Register.
prove bis conti
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
and cultivation of, the land, viz- 209 West Railroad avenue. Is
pre
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.; pared to give thorough scalp treatJacolw Gutierrez of Las Placitas, N. ment, do hair dressing, tre--t corns,
.; jose r . uutierrez of Las Placitas, bunions and ingrowing
nails. Sh
N. M .: Andrea ArmHn nf I o -- ii,,.u
massage treatment and manicur
.a,. gives
N. M.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
skin and Improves the complexion,
Register.
and Is guaranteed not to he Injurious.
WAS A VERY SICK BOY
Sne also orepares a hair tonlo that
But Cured by Chamberlain's Colic, cures and prevents dandruff and hair
railing out; restores
to dead hair;
nemeay. . . removes moles, wartslife
and superfluous
TYiw
l.r,unrinoca
"Whfln
..
a .lw5 yearg 01(j
.j
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
.
DP hflll A Vlir. Gvn.n
- t
complaint, but by the use of Cham- - cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the3e preparations are pureiy
.
noiera ana
vegetable compounds. Have lust ad
Remedy we brought him out Diarrhoea
"
right
all
says Maggie Hickox of Midland, Mich. ded a vibrator machine for treatment
This remedy can be depended upon in of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
the title.
also used for rheumatism, pains
the aost severe cases. Even cholera It Is massage
Infantum is cured by it. Follow the and
MASSACHUSETTS FIREMEN
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION plain printed directions and a cure is
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Worcester, Mass., Sept. 29. Nearly certain. For sale by all druggists
BREAD and take no other.
700 firemen from all parts of this
state are assembled here today to attend the twenty-seventannual conAnd many other painful and serious
vention of the Massachusetts
State
ailments from which most mothers
riremen's association, which was convened at Mechanics' hall last aftersuffer, can be avoided by the use of
lOST.
noon and will continue for three days.
I'n.tL..1.
j0. t 1rt great. remeuy
LOST A grip containing surgicaMn-struniems- .
r.i
j.
ico
muiiui
n
i
nis
Many Interesting matters will be disReturn to Dr. Connors
is a God-sen- d
cussed at the business meetings
to women, carrying
office and receive reward.
association. The local members
them through their most critical Wli 11 UV and sell bonds and stock.
have arranged an elaborate program
Money furnished
on high class
ordeal with safetv and no pain.
for the entertainment of the visiting
propositions;
loans and charters
members.
No woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
secured; will take Interest In new
ILLINIOS OPENS HER
corporation. First National Bond
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
Company, Hector bldg., Chicago.
ANNUAL FAIR
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
Springfield, 111., Sept. 29. The
Worth Trying.
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is W. H. Well
annual Illinois state fair openBrown, the popular pension
ed on the fair grounds Friday morn- also healthy, strong and
attorney, of Pittsfleld, Vt.. says: Next
ing.. It is the largest and most comto a pension, the best thing to get is
plete exhibition of this kind ever held good natured. Our book
Dr. King's New Life Pills. He writes:
here, and, Judging from the large "Motherhood," is worth
"They
niy family in splendid
number of visitors already in town, it its weight in gold to every
health." Quick cure for Headache,
promises to be a great financial sucConstitution and Biliousness.
25c.
cess. Fifty-twwoman, and will be sent free in plain
thousand five hunGuaranteed by all druggists.
dred dollars In prizes will be award- envelope by addressing application
ed in the various departments.
In
A ClUzen VViit ad does the work.
addition to the customary exhibition Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga. U
Try one.
NOTICE

ALBUQUERQUE

On

Mien.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT New
modern
cottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant
ouilding.
FOR RENT Three room furnished
house, with bath, close in. No
108 John street.
EQH RENT Furnished rooms, with
or without board; home cookin?.
207 North Fifth street.
tOR RENT oeven-roomodern,
house; large yard and good
location. John M. Moore Realty Co
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at

,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

j C a n v a a s t r and solicitor
at once. Addrcs J. n. this office.

FALL MEETINGS

Kansas Celebrated the First Un

at

'

A

Ads, Furnish you

Wa-nt- t

W A N T lii

Sold by the

First St.

McQUADE OF THE ALES
SANDRO COPPER CO., IN BURRO MTS., DIES IN SILVER CITY.

CUisesft

WANTED A ook
Fourth street.

TODAY

29. The
annual state convention of the Worn
en's Christian Temperance union of
Kentucky opened yesterday, with
large attendance of delegates repre
senting every part of the state. Many
prominent speakers are here and will
address the convention, which will
close next Tuesday.

man who thould be working for you?
man nh" wouid plirlly lend you moneyf
n. in who Wi uld lllie to buy your horse?
man who would buy an interest In your business?
man who would buy that lot of ground?
niaa who would buy your old bicycle?

WANTED.

IN

29, 1903.

V I

5c 3 for 10c

ALVARADO

SEPTEMBER

BUNK INSTITUTIONS

nn.dl addresses
wiil
of people Vv'bo tre
'Naccea.sary to Ycu' Prosperity"

i

School Children

y

CONVENTION
Nicholas ville,. Ky., Sept.

SATURDAY.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS!

ay

TEMPERANCE

CITIZEN.

(

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

1

EVEN1NO

rprrftnipnnn
UUULaUUt

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

-

46-4-

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring shop Is up
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
njure the cloth. Ladles garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.

The Laxative effect of Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets is
so agreeable and so uaturr.l you can
hardly realize that it is
by
a medicine. These tablets also cure
indigestion and biliousness, price 25
cents. Samples free at all druggists.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
.a
i
.!
iAS

40.004K

5 "OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

1873.

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

i

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

000IK000Oto
.1.

C.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loOi.g best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERaiAN-WILLIAM-

0

Dirt
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

f

luo.

elTlinnAY. BEPItMBtN

'

IFeeit

f vJ

ONLY $25.00 TO $ J 50.00 PER LOT

BEING

OBSERVED
Services Held Last Night and
Today in Temple Albert
Jewish Stores Closed.
The Jewish residents

of this cltyj

tne observance
comnienc-enf AtMnnfiinnt vfisierriav

r..
by'boldin?

or

i

evening.
services in Temple Albert
today,
and services will he he'd allmorning.
in nvini.ii thla
i..i
Puring the Atoneinent, Itabbl Kaplan
three sermons. H's u"J";,
delivered
.
,
o.u ,,fi omission.
lasi, nini whs .i3i
This morning' he spoke on 'bins 01
Commission,-and tnis aueriiuuu
address was on the subject "At One
With God."
hours no
During the twenty-fou- r
to pass GENERAL ARTHUR MacARTHUR. WHO RECEIVED THE MEDAL OF
allowed
is
drink
nor
tood
labor
and
wr
business
while
lips
their
HONOR WHEN A BOY AT MIS3)UINAMY muuc, io
of every description is forbidden.
THE UNITKD STATES ARMY.
Meaning of Yom Klppur.
the
Relative to the significance of
Day of Atonement a Jewish writer

IS

THE BRAVE LIEUTENANT

NOW LIEUTENANT GENERAL

-

ntw

""Then tenth day of the Hebrew
Is to

ne

vhich
enth month, 'Tishrl.'
Friday, September

28,

awny at the Fame old simple thoughts.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Through the cocoanut patnis ana
the thick grow ing wild banana plants
Mie couhl ?ee the thatched front of:
Article of Incorporation.
ncr Jungle home. There sal tne mu- fol'owina nrticles of lncorpora
The
rido, her indolent, cheroot smoking lion have been filed In the office of
hnsi.nVMl. who toiled no time, nowhere,!
Territorlnl Secretary J. W..Raynolds:
as b conies he sturdy son of tne
Mercantile com
The Guarantee
nay
To old Maria tne
underbrush.
place
pany.
of business al
Prlncipnl
v;s as all other days, holding nothing silver rltv. Grant county. Territor
!he did not then know lnl
of p'jrtent.
Frank Uhoades. at Silver
thai this day was to mark the coming ntv Panital atnek. 110.000. divided
of the law to he Chagres.
Into l.noo shares of the par value of
The day's work done., that night in $10 each, commencing business with
her jungle home, she held in her i:i imio obtert rio.ilinir In general
hands a strange document. It bore a merchandise.
Duration, fifty years.
mammoth seal, and was writ in some
frank Khoades,
outlandish tongue, unlike anything Incorporators,
Kaufman and Colin Neblett, nil
alio hail ever before seen. When a
wise man translated it into her na-- of Silver City.
tive patois. Old Maria's eyes grew
' Th
Breath of Life.
wide with wonder.
,
It'a a nienlflcant fact that the
"But 'tis the vestldo of the washer-- strongest
animal of Its aize, the gor
1 is as I nave
woman," she said.
always dressed and as the madre be- illa, also has the largest lungs, row
erful lungs mean powerful creatures.
fore me dressed."
organs
"I.os Annricanos," said the man How to keep the breathing study.
right should be man's chiefest
significantly.
Mrs. Ora A.
Still Old Maria did 'not understand. 1 lira thnnaan da of others.
Stephens, of Port Williams, O., has
Of course she knew that the AmeriShe writes.
cans were on he Isthmus, for did she Inornol hour tn rln thla King's
New
not hear the unearthly noises of their "Three bottles of Dr.
of two
machines by day and by night, and Discovery stopped my coughwhat
my
cured nie of
rlM ahe not wash the. linen of tho veara and
senors of the hotel on the hill? But friends thought consumption. O, It's
fnr throat find lune troubles."
wnat naa iey to uu wuu on uu
Price,
Guaranteed by all druggists.
toilet?
Comnrehenslon came only with ar B0c and 11.00. Trial Dottle rree.
Americanos'!
restfor violating tho
Everybody's friend Dr. Thomas'
iuuio. ETWtrif on Cures
law presenting uie nainiug
toothache, ear
So many Inches of height and heft,
sore .iroat. Heals cuts, bruises,
saith the statue, requires so many in- ache,
scalds. Stops any pain.
ches of muslin or calico.
And thus came the law, tho Americanos' law, to the Chagres.
!
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3. D. Eakin. President. '
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W. H. McBRAE
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

Barrel Race
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Xi- -n

Russo-Japanes-

of whicklea

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Vrtuerlea,
Will iUB7VI. V
UlStllieriett una uicwcuco iu mr UUHCU OLBHO.
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Ut,
issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
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Detroit Jewel Ga Rang No. 52-1Terme, (5 cash and 14 a
month for four month.
Detroit Jewel Gaa Range, No.
$22.50.
Terme, $5 cash and $3.60 a
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
of a range will
To each
be given, free, one year' aunacrlp-tio- n
to one of the following magazine
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman' Home Companion, Thla
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
25-1- 3,
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND COLD
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

Alfetfqaerqoe, New Mexico

First and Marquette

KcKWox

I

m i

Faywood

PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

3- -

'l

INDUCEMENT

$21.00.

the result of hard

iil

SPECIAL

to those who are anxious to bare
gas range, yet re postponing buying
till next year, we are making thla
unique offer, good till August 20.
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And other standard br-n- ds
too numerous to m tlon.
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DEALERS IN

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,

h

A.

& GIOMI.

Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. S. HLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
. ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.

-

'

Successors to
EAKIN, and BACHECHI

stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
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MELINI

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

Author,

fr.

I

: WHOLESALE

TENT RINK

'

l

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

UONIQ ated Liquor Co.
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inaugurated on
Kippur, Day
at sunset is called 'Yom
because
of Atonerotnt. It is so called
sins
that on this day the
it Is hoped
- '
ot .,oor on nardoned by Qod.
"Yom Kippur is founded on Biblical
'On the tenth day Of tne
authority.
seventh month there shall be unto youa
o dnv if atonement.
It shall be
iholy convocation unta you; and ye
shall afflict your souls (by fasting),
and ye shall offer an offering made
-- n nntr
And ve shall
v
tho
clo no work in that same day; for U Is
t
a day of atoneinent, to mane an aiuue-incufnr von before the Lord your
At
1
God. For whatsoever person it he
shall
day
that faste'.h not on this samepeople.
It
be out off fr6m among Tils
shall be unto you a sabbath of rest,
and ye shall afflict your souls (by fast4
ing). In the ninth day of the month,
at evening, (shall ye begin),ye from
v
cele'At
evening unto evening shall
MRS. T. B. MILLS
brate your sabbath.' (3d D. M.
RETURNS TO LAS VEGAS
V:
"In ancient times, when Israel dwelt
Tq-Nl- ght
Mrs. T. B. Mills, whose husband,
Y
in the Holy Land and formed an indeCol. T. B. Mills, expired suddenly In
pendent nation, when King Solomon's
Carnegie hall, New York City, some
famous temple with its marvelous arIacj AiiTHun
evenings ago, arrived In Las Vegas
graced the holy city, the
chitecture
'
yesterday afternoon and will be the
Yom Kippur and its ceremony were
guest of D. Montano and family at No.
observed in a far different mode from
421, Railroad avenue, for a few days.
prevails.
now
one
that
the
a Her grand child, Jamie, Is attending
was
while
he
'
Wisconsin
to
moved
Above
won
Battle
had
the
Thomas
Changes.
Time Brings
boy. August 4. 1862, he was mustered school at Fordham, N. Y.
"Time hfla wroil eht ereat changes. the Clouds" and the Confederate army into,
the volunteer service as first lieu"And how much money da you
The temple 13 destroyed; the people had been driven from Lookout moun-- tenant and adjutant of the Twenty- V
man
are deprived of all this great glory; tain. On the morning of November fourth Wisconsin infantry. Arter tne claim this poor, innocent young
great
lawtne
you?"
asked
from
hands of the
stole
col
the holy city is in the permitted
v hirh b left as lieutenant
ex- - Zo, 1863, Sherman renewed his attack war
yer.
aocriiiPM are not
the Confederate right, but met onel of the regiment, he entered the
"Oh, e teiok some twenty odd dolAont n tha Tlolv T.and: the functions on
lieutenant.
second
as
a
army
regular
opposition.
with
serious
replied the witness.
lars,"
of the priests have long been abolishWhen the Spanish war broke out he
Ic was a critical situation and Grant
"I don c want any guesses like thac.
ed; Israel is scattered all over the ordered
In the
colonel
lUutenant
a
was
to
soldiers
Thomas'
tired
want to know exactly how much he
ir.ni.Pall that remains to the true
general's department. He was Iicok."
make a demonstration against the
and faithful Israelite Is prayer, the
volunfront below Missionary made a brigadier general of
"I told you exactly how much."
fasr and the sound of the shofar. ro- Confederate
and teers and went to Manila, command
"You did not.
minding him that without the priest, ridge. They went In withouta rush
eany
iays
during
brigade
the
ing
his
their
of
Confederates
the
drove
for"Yes, I did. He' took twenty odd dolthe animal sacrifice's, his sins arefaithbattle of
the
After
war
there.
stop
of
then.
they
the
didn't
And
line.
first
lars.
They were ail one dollar bills.
given by true repentence. The
general.
orders they kept on and Manila he was made a major
ful, therefore, remain the whola of the Without Missionary
brigadier gena
was
made
1900
he
In
ridge
Itself.
a heavv meal, take a COUDle
After
stormed
long
day of Yom Kippur, besides the
In that wild ana neroic rusn up me eral in thn reeular arr.'v- and suc of Ioan's Regulets, and give your
service on the previous evening. In ridire
of
Wiscon ceeded General Otis as commander
was tUe Twenty-fourtstomach, liver and bowels the help
he different places of worship, pray
As they ueared the creat the division of the Philippines and they will need. Regulets bring easy,
ing and imploring God's mercy to fa- sin infantry.
profrom the trenches military governor. In 1801 he was
regular passages of the bowels.
vor his children with pardon for all of the ridge the fireMen
tell by tne moted to the rank of major general.
became terrific.
their sins and to be kind to them in aenre
was
On his return to America he
and when the color bearer went
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
the future.
command of the
the advance hesitated. It was appointed to the lakes,
"But the spirit and the intention of down
They overcome WeaKnun, frrefru-larlast
for
the
and
nf
the
lieu-young
A
moment.
appalling
an
nor
v and ouiii)n,incrtiie viur
Yom Kippur must not be abused,
of
command
In
years
anil bautt-lbeen
years
has
(ami of mumtruav First Prize Ten Skate Tickets
few
only
20
old
was
anhe
tenant
an
" They are " 1,1
must Us efficacy be relied on as
Huffri"
headaiding de
the fallen flag and calling to tne division of the Pacific, with
toirirlaat womanhood,
tidote for sin, because it is an estab- seized
or
Vflniirm-noririiiii and body. No Booby Prize
Come and See.
Francisco.
San
quarters
up
at
the
rushed
him
follow
men
to
the
women aq'iala
known
fur
lished maxim of the rabbis that to him
ne
war
During the
VvV
Cannot no harm Ilia
tne
who says 'I may em because I can af- hill and planted tne banner on and
Arlmiftftinn
15c:
skates 25c
waa In the field as a sneclul observer
druurcrlata.
mull. Wold by
for enemy's works. The line followed
bv
terwards repent,' the opportunitycome.
flrt LUtrfaad.U.
WnTTrnPMIflAT
the
at
lv
and
department,
enemy
war
the
was
for
In
the
Instant
another
repentence does not always
extra.
FOR SALE BY - .ANN & BON.
of Missionary close of the war he traveled exten
Sickness or death may overtake him driven out and the battleyoung
wnere
India,
and
far
east
in
sively
the
ueuien-ewon.
was
ridge
mat
and he may die without the intended
has just been made lieutenant he was the guest of Gen. Lord Kitchreformation.
general
United
States army to ener.
of
the
of
"As individuals, all need a day
He received the medal of honor for
atonement, which admonishes us that succeed Gen. Corbln. He is Arthur
and today is the head or "coolness and conspicuous bravery In
THAT WHEN ANYotfE REACHES
we shall confess our sin and beseec'n MacArthur,
Let us the organization which he has served action" at Missionary ridge, and was
Gon for His forgiveness.
THE LADDER ITAieMS
THE ToP
lv rtBcnrated with the Order of
years.
thuc'nrn atraiehten ud our accounts. forty-fou- r
success-Sont?E0PLof
mikado
the
by
Rising
Sun
A
was
i:
the
Dorn
in
Massa
he
Gen. MacArtnur
first with high heaven, second with
RE FooUSH EVOUCH TOTHINK.
our fellow man, and cmeny eacn wuu chusetts, June 2, 1845. His family Japan.
I
words
himself
st na remember the your
of our sacred scripture, 'Though
OF COURSE ITI5
sins be as scarlet, mey snail ne a HOMESTEAD ENTRIES
CAME
LAW
work
IS
white as snow; though they be red
shall he as white as
QVIfVG
PEOPLE
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This'
climax
whiteness Is the
wool."
THE CHAGRES
TO
INCREASING
ARE
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WHICH
of all Bible happiness, and the repent
TOR THEIR
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contrite snlrit.
THAT
HOMESTT
PROVCS
Walk
to
nl heart nnrt ft will DOWer
13 THE
POLICY
humbly before God, with love toward THE LAND OFFICE AT TERRITOR-- BEING THE STORY OF OLD MARIA
THE WASHERWOMAN, AND OF
IAL CAPITAL PRESENTS INall mankind.
INVASION.
AMERICAN
THE
TERESTING FIGURES.
WANT
rooolnp- - fnr dnres bruises and
l
all
Is
that
By Victor M. Hughes.
burns. Chamberlain's Salve
That Sentember will be a record
can be desired. K is soouung uuu
Panama, Isthmus of Panama, Sept.
Go WHERE THEr HAVE
breaking month for business done nt
healing in its effect, frice za cent
Maria, thn washerwoman.
at
terri
the
he federal land office
MADE A SUCCESS AT
For sale by all druggists.
stood waist deep In the Chagres river,
torial capital Is already Indicated by rinsing the clothes that the day beDRESSING PEOPL-rV- D
the number of entries or ainereu. fore she had cleansed by rubbing in
r.nwRnv Practice
BOY ALMOST KILLED kinds made in the district during the the shallows, below.
DRESSlfOTflEn WELL flWD
son of Henry past twenty days. The records show
Many and many a day before she
Thu slvt
tli-twenty days of
CHEAPLY
Kohl j who lives a mile and a half that In the first
Z5& orig
southeast of the asylum, was nearly- month there have been 6filedfinal homekilled nn Snnriav afternoon while nrac- inal homestead entries,
tifinir rowliov feats sava the Phoenix stead entries and 33 desert land en
Republican. He and several neighbor tries. The Estancia valley Is still at
boys were running their horses in the tracting large numbers of settlers,
having
road east of town and were picking 141 original homestead entries
BMItW ,
MV
lYTWt U1T1
hats from the ground while the horses been made In Torrance county since
foment
were going at full speed. Just as the first of September.
The business in detail Is as follows.
young Kohl reached for a hat some
CLIMB. VE OlRVnl7 H AVF REEN .F.EINfj
Original homestead entries, 256;
thing happentd, pernaps nis root sup
wag
39,133.
ROUNDS TO THE
home
acres,
Final
unhorsed
entered,
he
THE
any
rate
.5ELVE-HAVE MADE
ped. At
fam'nar unon his head. He lay perfect stead entries, 64; acres entered,
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JUCCE-5JWHAT? BUY-i- Nri
LADDER OF OUR
Desert land entries. 33; acres
iv at ill and it was at first thought that 764.
GOOD-AT
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.SELLING
was
He
taken entered, 5.740.
nnnD
he had been killed.
entries
home and Dr. Danieron was sent for
The original homestead
PROFITS;
DEALING
REASONABLE
The young man was found to be suf were divided among the various counGIVING ALL CUJTOMERJ THE
firinlr fmm concussion of the brain ties of the district as follows:
XoiAPTI.Y
(lolfax. none: Guad
Mnnilav lie recovered oonsciousnecs
BEHIND EVERYTHING
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.STANDING
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.SELL;
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Rio Arriba, none; Han Juan, 8; hail
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his recovery.
2; Socorro, none; Taos, 3; Torrance,;
ING Tr oUR. BU.SINE.S.S AND CARRYING THE
Young Kohl remembered falling but 141; Valencia, none.
hallucination
he li!.ored under the
riooD INTENTIONS COME ONLY OUT
The final homesteads were:
thar h- - was able after that to walk
Bernalillo, 1; Colfax, 8; Guadalupe.'
THE HEAD: GooD CooDS MUST COME OUT
home and put himself to bed.
17; Mora. 13; San Juan, 4; Santa Ke
a
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1; San Miguel, 16; Taos, 1; Torrance,,
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FREE AUTO RIDE TO AND FROM PROPERTY
Office Room 9 and 1 1, Cromwell Block

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.

Hot

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURE8 RHEUMATISM.
CURES

Springs

I

IDNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

olR

CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLA8S.

FAYWOOD,

See Santa F Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.
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By The Citizen Publishing Company
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W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

LET EVERY CITIZEN OF BERNALILLO COUNTY
ASK HIMSELF: WHAT VOICE HAD THE PEOPLE
OF THE COUNTY IN NOMINATING THE
TICKET FOR COUNTY OFFICESl

L

DOWN COMES THE TAIL
la

It possible that the morning paper's tall to the

'(democrat kite, so laboriously made during many moons
iiy the most perfidious treachery known In the political
blsiory of New Mexico, la to be disrupted, disintegrated
and destroyed before ever the kite has had a chance tr.

sail, thus laying

low In the dust

the Democrat Journal

b

hopes of Tuture recompense?
No
Such a consummation seems about culminating
wonder there is weeping and walling and gnashing of
teeth In the Democrat Journal office. They see the
handwriting on the wall and their knees are already
limiting one against the other and they are taking up
In doleful, strain a parody on "My Wandering Boy," as
they sing, "Where Is my promised pay tonight!"
You see the case is Just this. To carry out Its agreebement with the democrats, the morning
gan Its attack on Delegate Andrews while the latter was
still in attendance on congress and busily engaged
securing pensions for long neglected New Mexico veterans. Some of the most mammoth lies against the del-- '
egate, against the Santa Fe Central and against the Al
buquerque Eastern were published at that time by the
Morning D. M. Then, aftet Delegate Andrews had
under what seemed Insuperable difficulties an an.
, proprlatlon for the Albuquerque postofflce, which will
result In. spending $200,000 in this city and in placing
i
here a federal building which will be a credit to the
j4errltory and town In all time even then the Mornina.
' XL M. said of Delegate Andrews:
"If one of our own distinguished citizens of the An- -i
flrews style should be sent to congress it would not K
ao bad. because we would be saved the greater part ol
'.
the disgrace, by reason of the fact that the outside
t world would not know him, but a citizen of Mew Mexico
could not go Into any corner of the world where the
'"English language Is spoken and let it be known that he
Called from a territory which elected as its sole
at the national capital of the United Stales
;
the 'bull' of the Infamous Quay gang and not beevery
by the consciousness of the fact that
man he spoke to would metaphorically
hold his nose, and feel that the town ought to be moral-- .
ly fumigated when he left."
and since that its
So said the Morning
attacks upon Delegate Andrews have been In the characteristic style of that paper distinguished more by
fervidity of assertion than by any regard for truth. 0:ie
day It went so far as to say publicly, what all knew tt
had been working for from the first, that it hoped An- So much for the
, drews would be defeated by Larraaolo.
Demi-mond- e,
which incubated and hatched the
combine as a tail for the democrat kite.
But E. S. Stcver, the only Roman of them all, tho
grand old republican, misguided though he is, but not
and without the shadow of taint on his
motives and the purity of his purpose E. S. Stover
hours after the
would not have It so,- - and twenty-fou- r
rump convention adjourned Governor Stover prepared
a series of resolutions, two of which say:
"We most cordially endorse the policy of Delegate
H. Andrews In congress and express our sincere
' W
thanks lor his hard and successful work for the territory of New Mexico.
"We expres our thanks to the Hon. IL O. Bursum,
'
chairman of the territorial republican committee, for his
faithful services In the interest of the republican par.y
demi-mond-

e

ve

repre-.'esntatl-

Demi-mond-

Arniljo-Romero-Rup-

self-seeki-

throughout the territory."

i

- And now where does the Democrat Morning Journai
stand, and bow can such men as Governor Stover anl a
tew others countenance the soiled dove of the Democrat
Journal?
1 ,
--

OUTSIDE THE BREASTWORKS
Our good friend, the Las Vegas Optic, for which
iaad for the owner and editor of which The Citizen has
'a erjr high regard, does not always, exhibit the virtue
of consistency that virtue which Is generally more
prominent In its breach than In hs observance,
'f In yesterday's issue It contended that Berna'.illo
county should not have sixteen delegates but nine in the
territorial convention because many of the republicanb
In this county bolted the nomination of Delegate Andrews and .thus put themselves out of the pale of the re.
publican party.
Yet the Optic speaks twice in the same Issue, wheu
speaking of the republican county convention In this
city, and calls It "one of the republican county conven
lions of Bernalillo county."
Thei
Can there be two republican conventions?
Rodey was properly nominated and the republicans who
voted for him are as much entitled to representation in
the territorial convention as are those who voted for
Andrews, whose nomination was regular and according
to the rules and practices of the party.
But if there can not be two republican conventions,
If those who bolt the action of the majority acting under the regular republican organization can not be recognised as republicans, then in the name of common
sense how can the Optic or any other republican paper
or voter speak of the regular and only republican con
wentlon in Bernalillo county as "one of the republican
There was but one republican conven
conventions?"
tion in this county, and the
Journal combine are rank Insurgents.
-

Albuquerque must look to her laurels. Wednesday's
Optic said:
"The fair visitors are especially well
pleased with the display of dry farm exhibits shown in
the big teat near the entrance to the fair grounds. Now
sense
:next year let us have a real fair in the
of the word. Let us draw exhibits of agricultural prod--jcfrom every part of the territory and have also a
.livestock exhibition. Baseball and horse racing are all
right and they draw many people, hut still more people
will be interested In a really representative display of
the products of New Mexico. Just as soon as the fair
Is over let Las Vegans get together and begin plans for
a fair for next year that will surpass anything that has
ver been seen in the territory. Las Vegas can do it
and Las Vegas will do It."
old-tim-

ts

Las Vegas Optic said yesterday:

$
g

TO RELIGION
OF MERE HUMANITY

"The republics!

are more than satisfied with the team that carried them
through the campaign two years ago Hon. Win. H. An
drews and Hon. H. O. BurBiim. The same team will undoubtedly pull the band wagon this year." The Optic
thus differs from the Democrat Journal of this city

which says that Andrews Is a stink In the nostrils of
respectable people and that Bursum Is the biggest thii f
in New Mexico outside of the pen.
Candidate Ruppe of the rump committee on
should have gotten his fellow candidate of the
public instruction department to revise the grammar of
hts report to the territorial convention, but perhaps the
education candidate thought In this matter as on a former occasion that "it don't make no difference nohow."
con-tea-

ts

A judge in the state of Washington holds t hut the
hoy cot t Is a legal and rightful use of the Individual liberty of workluginen to trade where they please and sell
their labor to whom they please. He calls It an appeal
to the good will of the public, as long as no Intimidation la used.

Under the stimulus of a century of unparalolled scientific advance, man has begun to take an interest In
question must lie answered:
himself. "A three-fol- d
What Is man In his essential structure, in IiIh relatioi.
to the physical universe and In hin relation to the spiritual? Man's place as an organic link In the line ol
physical development is now fairly well understood. He
Is a brother to all that breathes.
If he has a soul, he
Is contented to admit that k Is tablernacled in the bodj
of an animal.
so
One frlut of the enlarged
recharacteristic of the modern man, Is the
ligion of humanity. When analyzed, this phrase seems
to stand for a mixture of strong humanitarian sentiments
and equally strong aversion to every form of the supernatural. Each man becomes his own god. He Is not
only his own creator, but also the creator of deity. Ke
Tne
llglon has Its origin In human
humanity of Jesus is his only claim to supremacy. In
spiration, miracles, religious, sanctions for conduct, nil
disappear among the myths and mists of antiquity;
while the church abides simply because of Its efficacy
as an Instrument of social progress.
In spite of the truth that Is In it, the religion of humanity will never become more than an attractive phase
because it Is too meager an explanation of the stupendous facts involved. If the science upon which this religion rests tells the truth, man is the natural product
of long delevopment from the lower forms of life. It
therefore follows that the modern man Is a natural development, by means of civilization, out of the primitive past. This being so, Jesus of Nazareth could not
possibly, appear in the series for a million years yet
He did appear, however, 2,000 years ago, in the most
degraded and despairing period of human history.
This Is supernatural Ism, pure and simple. The religion of humanity can no more account for Jesus than a
child can take up the Atlantic ocean in a tin cup. Tht
fact Is, moreover, that man is incurably a worshiping animal. He does not worship himself, but God. Somo
gods he makes with his own hands, others with his
mind, but the God of the Christian scriptures is not the
invention of human Ingenuity or need. Life goes so
deep into the Bhadows, reaches so high in its aspirations, involves bo many incompletlons, that apart from a
supernatural God, revealed to us in the person of a savior from sin, it would break down into the most fear
ful moral chaos, and become a madness and mockery.
For these reasons, and many others Impossible to state
here, I give my allegiance completely to the
gospel of Jesus Christ and him crucified; trus
son of man and son of God, revealer of the eternities in
language so human and simple that the humblest can
understand and respond, and In his response find eternal
life In the midst of time. Rev. Chas. A. Eaton, pastoi
of John D. Rockefeller's church In Cleveland.
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AMERICAN HOME AND ITS
NECESSARY CONSTITUENTS
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THE JAFFA o
o
o
Grocery Comp'y.
Announcement to Yonncr ATA
Mon
o
"Good Things to Eat" o
o
every standard, whether
be ma
tvi EASURED
terials or workmanship, whether style or pat
o
terns, our new Fall and Winter Suits and
o
Overcoats for Young
prove their superior
o
On account of being
prove
worth
that they are the faultless productions of
o
men who have made the designing and making of
closed until 6 o'clock
o
clothing their life study, and have been
today, we will make a
o
fully successful
their attainments. There
o
Special Price on all
every detail
ment
in
the appropriateness of the color
o
Bakery Goods for
effects,
the fashioning of the lapels,
the graceful
o
this evening only.
back lines of the coats and
the perfect set of the
o
trousers. In truth we are more than maintaining the
Note the following
o
very high standard long ago attained in our lines of
prices:
o
Men's
clothing.
o
50c Chocolate or
Ail
The
arrival of extensive orders places our present
o
coanut Cake . . . . IUt
stock
splendid condition, especially in the complete
o
size
prices from
assortments
to
40c Chocolate or
oc
o
coanut Cake ....
o
o
25c Chocolate or
onr
o BOY1 8 SHOES
coanut Cake ....
BOY'S CA
o
25c Chocolate or Loaf
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It

Men- -

high-cla-

ss

wonderIs refine-

In

In

In

in

In

Youg

Co- -

Hlgh-Grad-

e

In

110.00

Co

CO- -

20c

Cake
All

Cookies, three
en for

25c
10c Pies, three for . . 25c
5c Pies, Six for ... . 25c

II

Did you notice we secured the contract for
furnishing the University Dormitories.

I

1

1

IgilA

The above goods are
guaranteed strictly fresh
and 'of the. very finest
quality. Remember these
prices are good only for
Saturday evening after
6 o'clock and up till the
store closes.

L

contract
amounted to
This

$J200,
and there must be
some season for our

getting it We persist in selling below
our competitors. Our
expenses are 50 per
cent less than theirs;
that's the secret.

1

"
I

jj
Jaffa Grocery Co.
MAIL 0BDEBS

FILLED THE SAME DAY

1HEY ABE RECEIVED.

B. K. ADAMS

TIB)M&'

3. W.

"Good Things to Fat"

"

$26.00.

doz-
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Save in what pertains directly to the business or
making money, Americans are grievously superficial
There is a sort of national feeling that we only got here
yesterday, and that there Is such a vast amount to do
that the
must wait. The one essential so far has been to build the house, pile In the furniture and hurry through three meals a day, ratner
grudging even that time.
So far there has been no time found for setting
the house In order and for attending thoroughly to tho
many details that make life really worth while. Nationally we are always going to do; like the cat chas
lng .Us tall, we never quite catch up, let alone having
any spare time.
This disposition, also, la growing upon us. What
we have that lg substantial, fundamental,
vital, has
come as a heritage, some of which has already been
squandered instead of being strengthened.
We have
been too busy to form definite ideals for ourselves, and
too busy to live up to those bequeathed to us.
Nowhere in American life is this more apparent
than in the home. Mrs. Mary A. Livermore Is not
wholly original when she says that ."as a rule the worth
or worthlessness of the home Is the work of woman."
But the heritage of home training for home making Is
almost lost, and it has not been supplied from the outside. The training of girls to be wives and homekeep-ergand the training of boys to be thoughtful husbands,
helpful and considerate in the home, as well as money
makers and lavish providers, today belongs nowhere.
So far as the present day home Is concerned, the
care of It has come to be considered a hardship, possibly unavoidable,
Magazines,
but certainly
slavish.
books, dress, social duties and amusements have multiplied In their demands until this excess of good hue
developed into evil.
The schools, save in the few large cities, teach little
more of physiology, hygiene, sanitation, the laws of
heredity, household economics, the care of the sick and
domestic science than in the days of our grandmothers.
Where these subjects, all essential to home making, all
learned In the olden days In the home, are taught, the
teaching Is seldom so related to the child's life as to be
effective. They are taught largely as fads, whenthey
are the essentials of essentials.
Neither this generation nor the last generation created the Ideal of the American home. Neither has done
much to preserve It. We have at our tongue's end n
great many
phrases about the home,
which we seldom live up to. We have it set high on a
pinnacle, but less frequently as the years go by make
the exertion to climb the heights.
Politics, public ownership, socialism, hours of work,
wage scale, social relations and a hundred isms and theories so absorb the attention that the time seems coming
when this, Instead of being the lund of homes, will be
the land of apartment and boarding houses, with a patent process for raising children without personal supervision. Duluth Newg Tribune.
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There Is a good "success story" in the career ol
Governor Hanley of Indiana. He is not a "self-madman. No man b self made. In the making of a man
t
there Is alway
plus.
Hanley '8 father was a cooper. Frank began work
early. He had ao school .training to speak of. Hut one
day he got hold of a life of Lincoln and that fired his
ambition. Young Hanley worked as a hired man on the
farms of eastern Illinois. When the farmers begun to
drain the flat lands of the com belt the young man became a famous digger of ditches. But as he heaved
dirt out of the ditch he dreamed and sometimes he
. .
could be overheanl
nmkimr a
D.Umiu
- .
,
H
,
'
f . W tho
J'.
chair on a point of order or driving home an argument.
not
uiu
uncoin
rails In this same section of Illinois? And while the other ditchers slept the sleep of
weariness young Hanley read and studied and made his
speeches.
About this lime he began to take Dart la the
societies at the country school houses. As he
was the best tile ditcher, an hv hormnt. tho tipirt debater
of the country side. One day during a political cam
paign me couniy cnairman Bought Hanley to make some
..,..,
8ieeches ' for the tmrtv
in aH ' f
- J '
liu . ' 1. h Vii
. tk
...
I
II O
ditch. Hanley climbed out, changed his clothes and
started in. That wan ihu im nt hia ,iithlnir Ilia
speeches put him to the front. He entered a law office
and soon engaged in practice. He moved to Indiana
a
annilippand th rewt in current Mu.i..tJ ,
U
VB, fllill I HI la
name for Opportunity,
fH Opportunity
with a big O.
self-effor-
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TO
MONEY
LAS

...ALBUQUERQUE,

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

AT LAS VEGAS

-

Reasonable

216 South Soeond Stroot

N.

U.

IT'S VERY UNPLEASANT.

VEGAS GOT FIRST BY
SCRATCH AND 8ANTA FE
TOOK THIRD.

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
Albuquerque's sacrifice to the North- the bread. If you want the best
ern New Mexico fair, that Is what you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
was left of the team after Durham,
Frantz and Perrlng had left for their
PIONEER BAKERY,

S--

All

N I

A

to find the brand of cigar you've been
smoking going from bad to worse
right along because it's maker, after
getting it Introduced and liked, lets
up on quality for the sake of greater
profit. The Richard cigar isn't built
that way It's uniformly good and will
continue to be. The Richard sells at
I cents for one, $2.00 for 50 in a nice

homes in Kansas, returned home last
mourn riRmr btrkmt.
night each bringing $17 a piece velvet
as a result of the pilgrimage. Though
bOX.
naving had to fight out three games
during the tournament against the
odds of an antagonistic feeling, both
from the players and the grand stand,
not one of the returning Brownies is
113"4 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Ono Week of Merriment
soiry that he went. Each one hugs
hig little wad and says "This Vegas
Commenting
certainly looks good to me."
The Browns took second money in
the tournament, and It was only by a
hair's breadth escape that first money
got away from them. And Pettus, who
must be credited with playing a very
prominent part In the securing of first
money In the territorial fair tournament by timely hitting, must be
Per Gallon
$1.50
charged the difference between first
and second money at Las Vegas. His
Special
Large
Price
on
Orders
Inability to hold Jimmy Durham at
Presenting" i Repertoire of
critical momenta was the cause of
Delivered to any part of the city
Albuquerque not taking first money in
the latter tournament and breaking Farce Comedy Successes 1
the hearts of a bunch of professionals
as well as a large bunch of Meadow
1
Phone Colo. Red 92.
AND . . .
City fans.
With the scalps of both Trinidad
anl Sania Fe hanging at their belts,
tne Hrown8 nad only to defeat the
L.a
Vejras bunch to cop the first
prize. The deciding game came yes- REAL COMEDIANS
terday arternoon with Durham and
-PRETTY GIRLS
Dick opposing each other.
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The
Brow us opened the ball by making one
The Basy Little Drug Store
run in the Initial Inning and gave in MONDAY Urn Unit Tur
lunnr
return a trio of blanks for the home
Avenae
night nib nun.
Kuanls. iH the fourth, through a
of iad plays assisted by a
coupu. of scratch hits, Durham allow- "A Fellow of Infinite Jest"
ed the bases to become full. Facing
thin layout the pensive pedagogue al- TUESDAY lifinnilf BChftTT
UL.UUI I
lowed a fly over Hale in left field.
nioht
Tne ball fielded and retrieved cleanly,
but the inability of Pettus to get his PRICES: 25c, 33c and 90c Both Telephone
117 West Railroad Avmj
hand on it when it came bouncing to
mm allowed three professionals
to
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
score.
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
Hy hard pegging the Browns
tied
tno score in tne eighth, then the
Browns gave a reproduction of the
fourth inning scene. Facing a crisis
of three men on bases, Jimmy Durham
and you too get their
struck out the next two men and
iue third, too, but Pettus failed to
Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention to
clothes cleaned and
hola the strik out ball. The runner
guests is a pleasure to us.
started to run and Pettus In his franpressed at
tic efforts 10 recover it. lost his bal- HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION
anee and in throwing to Drat, threw
CONVENIENT AND DE8IRABLE.
'iu.
he error let the wiunlng run
cross the plate. This one run gave
New Mexico people spending tht Summer on tho bsachsa arc welcome to
Lag Vegas the big end of the purse.
feel at homo In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
W. Silver Ave.
Auto. Phone 270
Albuquerque took second place and
turn.
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

tor

Elks' Opera House!

Monday, Oct.

1

THE FRANK

Rich Stock Co.

Superior Vaudeville
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Best Meals in Town-

We Keep It Up

by using

Oaf

A.

J.

RICHARDS

THE BEST IN TOWN

BIE

IBUEMRfiJ

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

g LESSON TO BE LEARNED
A
BY ALL BOYS OF AMERICA

V

Rfilercfoantis

- tSX
Prinitoa Automatic
Color mdo, BIH
Cornw Fifth and Railroad Avanua We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible

,
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GO TO THE- -

that were In the baby
show, half price. Prize babies free.
At the Pennington Studio, until October 1, 1906. Ground floor, 309 West
Railroad avenue.
Of all babies

mt uuuut

niuun

"The Smart Set"

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

anVMatooad
The Williams Dftig Company
THE BLUE FRONT

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Ahgeles, Calif.

Brown9 s

1

r

1
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Everything is served up short and crisp in WiNSLOW
The Evening Citizen Editorial, Local News and
Telegraphic News just the way you like it:
Wm.

DELEGATES FROM BER-

delegate from

a

Mcintosh,

2

Torrancj county, who was here
business, it ft last night for Las
gas.

NALILLO CO. SEATED

To
Worship

POINTERS

POLITICAL

REGULAR REPUBLICAN

on
Ve-

Immaculate

Conception

Church-Ea-

EVENING CITIZEN

ern Carnival company, which held
forth at Albuquerque and now at Las
Vegas, has been secured, and besides
BRATE FRONTIER TIMES the entertainment committee has se
cured several hundred Navajo Indians
to give dances and horse racing. Everybody Is expected to come and have
Special to The Evening Citizen.
a fine time.
29.
Sept.
This
Wlnslow, Aril.,
Ask
KRACK KREAM
town will hold Its frontier celebration BREADforandJAFFA'S
take no other.
on Oct. 17, 18 and 19, and It will be
the biggest tntertr.:iimeiit ever ciu-'- i
Chicken and dumplings, family
by this town to vlsitois.
The West style, at the Columbus tomorrow.

WILL

CELE-

IrlUJiBMlJrUlBtZS

rly

who sermon,mass at 7 a. m.j high mass and
9:30 a. m.; evening service
was nominated for the territorial and Instruction,
7:30 p. m.
house by the Perfecto Armljo party,
Is pretty well known in this city and

Frtinc!cc

(Continued From Pago One.)

Lwcero

y Montoya,

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Christian Science services
at 11
county. The voters must not forget o'clock
Sunday morning at the
same
usurpman
is
who
he
the
that
Club rooms. Commercial club
ed Don Rankin's seal in the legislatbuilding, corner of Fourth street and
ago,
years
few
a
Ranwhen
ive house
Gold avenue.
kin haj a majority of over 900 votes.
First Presbyterian . Church Fifth
W. B. Chllders and E. W. Dobson, ann Silver avenue. Rev. Hugh
A.
two delegates of the regular republi- Cooper, pastor. Services at 11 a. m.
can party, who got left when the stub and 7:30 p. m. Morning theme, "An
train pulled out on No. 8'a time last Appeal for That Boy." In the evening
night, left for Las Vegas a few hours Rev. J. R. Ooss will preach. Tomorlater on the limited train. F. V. row will be Rally Day for the Sunday
Clancy, a delegate of the Perfecto Ar- school and every member of the
mijo party, was also on the train for school Is urged to attend.
Las Vegas.
St. John's Episcopal Church CorFourth street and Silver avenue.
It is quite evident that the territor- ner
ial republican central committee paid Holy communion, 7:30 a. m.; Sunday
no attention to the howls of the school, 10 a. m.; Holy communion and
sermon, 11 a. m. No evening service.
Morning Journal and other democratic sheets regarding the delegates sent The offering at the morning service
up to the LaB Vegas convention from will be for the church building fund
The rector expects to
this county.. The "lnflooence" of the commission.
leave on Monday night for Cuero,
Morning Journal is not known In the Texas.
A. G. Harrison, rector.
regular republican par-ty- .
St. Paul's Lutheran Church Corner
The Perfecto Armljo party Insulted Sixth street and Silver avenue. Rev.
both Justo R. Armljo and Jose L. E. Moser, pastor. Sunday school at
Perea by not placing one or the other 9:30 a. ni.; German service and seron their rump ticket for collector and mon at 11 a. m., subject, "The Life
treasurer. Instead, however, the bolt- of the First Christians;" English serers nominated Dr. L. H. Chamberlln, vice and sermon at 7:30 p. m., subject
the dentist, who ran on an independ- "The Strength of Young Men." The
ent ticket for mayor of the city last altar committee will have a meeting
spring and was badly defeated for after the morning service. Everybody
is cordially invited.
the office.

Wo-mnn- 's

considered a "bolter," and
longing to the democratic party.
now

be-

L. O. FULLEN CHAIRMAN OF
TEMPORARY ORGANIZATION

The convention was not called to
order until after 3 o'clock this after
noon, when, after a prayer by Rev. J.
S. Moore. Chairman H. O. Bursum
of the territorial central committee.
announced the following temporary
organization:
Chairman L. O. Fullen, of Eddy
county.
Secretary John Florence, of Mora
county.
Assistant secretary C. V. Safford,
of Ran Juan county.
Interpreters Eurique Salazar of
San Miguel and M. A. Ortiz ot sania
Fe.
NO OPPOSITION TO THE
RENOMI NATION OF ANDREWS
There Is no opposition to the
of Hon. W. H. Andrews,
appears to be
and .the sentiment
strongly In favor of retaining Hon. H.
O. Bursum as territorial chairman.
Mr. Bursum made a great hit in his
opening address to the convention,
developing an ability as an orator absolutely surprising, and creating great
enthusiasm.
The convention will probably fully
endorse joint statehood for New MexCol. W. S. Hopewell, the
ico and Arizona and all the republican
of the territorial democratic
Roosevelt
officials from President
committee, who was In concentral
down.
Jones and
ference with Chairman
Secretary Walton last night, says
Candidate Larrazolo's itinerary will
take in every county In the territory
nnd speeches will be made at every
COURT city and town of any importance. The
DISTRICT
democrats intend to make a vigorous
campaign.
TOTI GETS JUDGMENT CLE LAND
W. B. Valton, secretary of the
FAILS TO GET JUDGMENT-JUD- GE
democratic territorial central commitABBOTT ADJOURNS
tee, who was over in the Roswell
COURT UNTIL MON
neighborhood with Candidate Larra-zol- o
DAY.
and Hon. H. B. Fergusson, came
The court this morning empaneled In from the north last night and after
a Jury to try the case of O. Toti consultation with several local demoagainst Southwestern Brewery com- crats, at which the itlnary of candipany, a suit brought to recover $150 date Larrazolo'was changed, proceedon a check of the brewery company. ed on south to Silver City. He is exThe defendants alleged that the check pected to return to this city next Tueswas given for the purchase of a nors? day morning.
owned by Totl and that the payment
message from
A telephone
on the check was stopped because the
Vegas this afternoon gives the inHowhorse was not as represented.
ever, the defendant failed to show formation that "Prof." A. B. Stroup,
any connection between the party the "learned',' superintendent of counselling the horse to the brewery com- ty schools, sprung his famous Baying,
pany and Totl, and ruled out the evi- "It don't make no difference nohow,"
dence as to any warranty, and the on the territorial republican central
plaintiff got judgment for the amount committee this morning and Chairthat
moved
Klock man Bursum promptly
of the check with Interest.
and Owen represented the plaintiff "Prof." Stroup be granted the highest
degree known as a grammarian. The
and O. N. Marron the defendant.
In the case of A. W. Cleland versus motion was unanimously carried.
Slofre Alexander, Judgment was renB. Ruppe, one of the leaders of the
dered in favor of the defendant, the
plaintiff having failed to sustain the Perfecto Armijo party, left last night
fact of the assignment in his favor of for Las Vegas, and he took along with
a Judgment rendered against Alexan- him his two columns of stuff which
der in the case of Hanna Harris he had Inserted in the Morning Jouragainst Alexander, which was alleged nal the paper without any Influence
to have been rendered several years whatever In the republican party. The
ago. Wl B. Chllders appeared for the stuff was presented this morning to
plaintiff, while the, defendant was rep- the territorial republican central committee and the members of that comresented by N. B. Field.
mittee promptly voted for the regular
Judge Abbott adjourned court this republican delegates from this counmorning until Monday, September 31. ty by the vote of 39 to 1. It is underThe grand Jury returned two fresh stood this afternoon that Ruppe wired
Indictments yesterday, but as the par- his condolence to Slgfrled Grunsfeld,
ties against whom the bills were a perpetual candidate for office, and
found are not In custody the names of immediately started "down the pike"
for home.
those Indicted were not given out.
a

Judge Abbott this morning sustained the demurres in the quo warranto

proceedings case of T. S. Hubbell and
F. A. Hubbell versus Perfecto Armljo

and Justo Armijo, holders respectively
of the offices of sheriff and treasurer
of Bernalillo county by virtue of appointment by Governor Otero. The
action of the court was pro forma,
having not had time to inquire into
the merits of the case, and was done
at the request of the attorney for the
petitioners to get the matter before
the supreme court.

REV. BARRON

TO GIVE

SERIE8JF

LECTURES

The following in tho program of a
course of lectures to be delivered by
Rev. J. W. Barron at the Congregational church on live questions of
public Interest, beginning with tomorrow night:
September 30 "The Individual and
Society."
October 7 "Christianity
and the
Commercial Spirit."
October 14 "Capital and Labor."
October 21 "More Liesure for the
Worker."
October 28 "The Rich Man and
the Poor Man in This World and the
Next."
Nash, the electrician, returned
to the city last night from a business
trip which took him as far west as
Kingman, Ariz. While driving from
Ribbon to Gallup yesterday Mr. Nash
was the victim of a runaway. He
and a companion were rounding one
of the numerous hills between the
coal camp and the Carbon City when
the pole of the buggy dropped to the
ground. The horses started running
and the next tmng Mr. Nash knew, be
waa coming to from having been
knocked out by a heavy concussion
with terra firm a. However, he escaped
with a few bruises and his companion
did likewise.
M.

Enchiladas
today at the White
House Restaurant. 209 South First
stieet. liar in connection.
A big

chicken dinner will lie serve J

at the Columbus hotel tomorrow.
tter go there and get yours.

Ho-

TONIGHTI TONUS HT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

It is learned this afternoon
that
Slgfrled Grunsfeld, nominated for asrump
sessor by the
meeting or the
Perfecto Armijo party, is not so certain of being elected as he was the
day following his nomination, when
he appeared at the court house and
requested to be shown the furniture
of the assessor's office by Assessor
Albright. With a tarn up of the nose,
in the same manner bo characteristic
of a snob when a working man or
woman appears in 'sight, he said:
"That's not good enough for me, and
I will get an order from Cousin Alfred, member of the board of county
commissioners, for new furniture."
News from Las Vegas has put a damper on Sigfrled's perpetual desire to
be an office holder.
BIO

MEETING
KNIGHTS

SUNDAY, OCTOBER

21.

ALBERT FAB EES
Railroad Avenue
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PILSENER BEER

THE BROWN'S

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

N

Clean Anything Thai's Cleanable
Press Anything That's PressabU

Colo. Phone Elk 93

Aoto. Phone 292

Repair Anything Not Beyond Redemption

French

W e Guarantee

Dry and

Not to shrink of fade,
and can clean the most
delicate of ladies gar-

Steam
Cleaning

Household Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

ments.
Feathers, fancy work
and laces dyed any
color.

Goods called for and delivered. Out
orders given prompt attention. 'Phone

'

'

of town
270

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

MR. and,. MRS. C. F. BROWN
SILVER AVENUE

109-1-

P.

S.

Second

ALBUQUERQUE,

I

BORRADAILE

N. M.

Hand Clothing Bought and Sold

CO..

nm

Pit

makinA

M. BERGER,

money

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.

eKteOeKtOeK0t

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

n,

'S

FOR
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Can You Solve This Rebus?

SCHOOL AN ORNAMENT TO TERRITORY AS WELL AS TO
ALAMOGORDO.

All the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the interesting Rebuses which have appeared In The Ladies' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines.
And will give three prizes or presents of value to the
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. Wte
are sure that this Contest will create Interest in every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

should be proud to jks-scs- s
such an Institution.
S. II. Gill, superintend nt of the
school, Is a graduate of the Tennes-seSlate School for the Blind and
afiei completing his raised letter education, waa a teacher in his alma
mattr for nine years. The other members of the faculty are Miss Louise
Butler, a graduate of the Peal.ody
normal, Nashville, Tenn., and Miss
Ms-rKeeoler, a graduate of music
anj literature, of Overbrook, Pa.
The school was founded February,
13, 1903, by an act of the general assembly of New Mexico. The grounds
which surround the institution include
twenty acres of well watered soil.
The building was completed and fully
equlped for the receiving of pupils
on September 10, 1906.
This school is absolutely free. Only
are asked to pay the
the well-to-dactual cost ot maintenance.
Children are not only taught the
use of books and music, but also good
manners, good morals and habits.
Parents may entrust their children to
the school and rest assured that they1
will be as tenderly cared for s If In
, (,,..- ,
their own homes.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

The only condition of the contest is that no answer
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.

telephone

makes

the

duties . lighter, the cares

lees,

The

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your horns.

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
to the Rebus, your name, street and city address. Address your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of

r taming s grocery ana vare

$5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
$3.50 MOSQU ETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE 92.00 BEADED HAND BAG.
SECOND PRIZE

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
A I way

Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

a

o

Than
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All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

FIRST PRIZE

New Mexico's
blind is one of

FINE LINE OF

BUTTER NUT
BREAD
Better

BLIND

THE

B

ul

Baptist Church Broadway
Lead avenue. Sunday school at
9:50 a. m., J. A. Hammond, superintendent. Public worship at 11 a. m.
and 7:30 p. m., with sermons by the
pastor, J. W. T. McNlel. Young people's meeting at 6:45 p. m. Morning
service: Organ preluae Overture to
Tacnehauser, Wagner; anthem "no
shedow Yonder," from "The Holy
City," Alfred R. Gaul; solo, selected,
Miss Hale; offertory, Beethoven; postlude, Mozart. Evening service: Organ
prelude Trio from Marche Funche et
chant seraphique, Guilmant;
solo
"The Hills of God," Nevln, Mrs. Ed.
Hale; offertory Andante from "Quartet in D Minor," Schulert; postlude in
D, Leybach.
Rose Futrelle-Cideoorganist.
, '

MEXICO

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if the tell von to ardr a
ack of
'
EMPRESS FLOUR.
excuse,
you
sjhotud
no
(it
Mk
(
get the order), that 70a could
una it, lor every nretclass
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill
find sood hmd. rooit hlannlta.
PfuAry and moat Important ot Bf
suua caeer 10 greet 70a
come home for your dinner. Try,74
M,
EMPRE8S FLOUR la the Empreaa aft
all other.

First

NEW

Staab Building

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

and

institute for the
the most beautiful
The exemplification of the three edifices of education n the southwest,
degrees of the Knights of Columbus though sad to say, Its occupants can't
will take place. In this city Sunday, see this beauty. Unique in architect
Ociober 21st. Owing to the number of lire of the mission style, it Is built of
prominent members of the order who brick, with stone columns and steps.
Alamogordo

will be present It will be a notaV.e
event in the history of the local council. The ceremonies will be held in
the commodious Elks lodge room and
will be followed by a grand banquet
In the large ball room.
This room
will be tastily draped In white, go: 1
.
and royal purple, the colors of the
In one end of the room a full
orchestra will discourse sweet music
during the banquet.
The firat two degrees of the order
will be exemplified to a class of fifty
candidates by a selected team from
the local council. The major degreas
will be In the hands of P. L. McArdli
and suite of Chicago. Mr. McArdla
Is th national advocate of the order
and his work in this degree is known
from coast lo coast.
"Mr. McArdle will come via New Orleans, where he confers this degiee
to a large class October 14. A large
number of Knights of Columbus from
the outside councils will be In attendance to witness the ceremonies.
The following is the committee on
arrangements:
J. A. Johnson, J. V.
Prestel. M. 8. Tierney, V. Comeau, T.
F. Rlnkhert, John S. Beaven.

i

308-31- 0

Lead avenue. The Sunday school
meets at 9:45; morning worship at
11 a. m., with sermon by the pastor,
"Helpers." Morning music, voluntary
from Geissler. Offertory, "Mtelodie,"
from Meszkonskt. Postlude, "Yet Doth
the Lord Let It Not," Mendelssohn.
The Epworth League meets at 6:30.
Evening worship at7:30. The pastor
wili speak, "But Gahazi." Evening music, Postlude, "Evensong," by Barnby;
Offertory, "The Angelus," by Gunod:
postlude,. Novella. Miss Heleii Pratt
organist, Mrs. Roy McDonald soloist.
Strangers cordially welcomed and the
public Invited to all services.

TUTE

WILL TAKE PLACE IN THIS CITY

1

-

First Methodist Episcopal Church
Rev. J. C. Rollins, pastor. Located on
the corner of South Third street and

OF
OF

OUR RUG DEPARTMENT la a revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestlo Ruga
from the best looms.

Highland Methodist
Church 312
South Arno street, J. M. Sollle pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m., J. D. Emmons superintendent: preaching at 11
a. m. by Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor of
the Congregational church of this city.
Subject, "A Christian Soldier." Senior
Leegtie, 6:30 p. m., led by Miss Nash:
preaching at 7:30 p. m. by the pastor.
Subject, "A Citizen of Zion." Strangers cordially invited to attend each
service of the day and especially the
morning service.

Congregational Church On Broadway, at the east end of the viaduct.
Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor. Sunday
school at 9:45. Morning service at
11 o'clock. Rev. John M. Sollle of the
Highland Methodist church will oc.
cupy the pulpit and speak on the
topic, "Ancient Politics."
The following musical 'selections will be rendered: Organ prelude 12th Mass, Mozart; anthem, "God Is a Spirit," Bennett, quartet; offertory Bord; organ
postlude, from Rossini. Y. P. 8. C. E.
at 6:30. Evening service at 7:30. Toe
pastor will commence a course of lectures considered from a sociological
standpoint. Topic for tomorrow night
"The Individual and Society." Men,
who are thinking on these subjects,
are especially Invited. An opportunity will be given to ask questions or
to speak on the topic as presented.

'
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311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Leon B.Stern.proprjltop

La Vcta Booming

Bouu la Connection,

113

3

Vest

Ud Avenue
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The Albuquerque Business College
DAY AND MIGHT SCHOOL

ENTER AT ANY

TIME-BE- GIN

NOW

3

f.

!

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

t

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Business practice
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Banking
Manifolding
Penmanship
Spelling
Business English
Correspondence
New Management
Added Equipment
Competent Initiators
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates

The St. Elmo

We secure good positions for our graduates; address

4BIBIBBBBaMiBaBaaaaassaiiBBsasasaeBMaBeBsae

JOSEPH

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
W.

r.

LIBHAmr BUILDING.
Albuquerque, New Mexloe

Mllllken, Principal

H. O'REILLY & CO.

J

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

sssssNssess'sV
HO West Railroad Avenue

t3 'Mi0titt!tO4OO!eO4

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

'00tOdaO

X

he hud no lnton'ion of carrying them
off. The horse acted very shy ior
come time afterwards.

TIER

OLD

GOOD LETTER
Remarkable Instance of Total
Depravity at an Early Age
In the Life of a Boy.

ii

s

Well Made Up Beggar.
There hud never been so many
iieppars In the streets as at the present time, some of them presenting
very pitiable spectacles. The Impulse
of passers is to give, especially If the
nersniiH are trom the country. Some
of the beggars are undoubtedly genu- Ine cases of distress and a little ternporary relief Is. without question, a
great blessing to the recipient. But
some of the esses are the very worst
kind of fakes. Ono of these was
in th rourt room the other day,
greatly to the astonishment of the sitting maglstrute, who was at first disposed to sympathize with the beggar
in his arrest. The oirtcer who had
mado the arrest proceeded to show
man
the magistrate what a fraud the crip-nlerwas.
He seemed stooped and
from his back protruded a lump.
its entire
One arm was bandaged
length, and strapped to the body, ine
fingers of the other hand were drawnup like taions.
ins iace was uiaiun.d, as if he had been injured in some
He was weeping
rit: htful disaster.
copiously. The officer ran one nana
under tho prisoner s coat and nauiea
forth an old coat neatly rolled Into a
bundle. The lump on the man's backThen the policehad disappeared.
mar, unstrapped his bandaged arm
and showed that It was souna ana
trong. The band and twisted fingers
were straightened and the transform- beggar was presented to me coun.
Ten davit on the Island, ana get mm
out of my sight quickly," ordered the
magistrate.

HAVE

nni

Judge Is Disgusted at the Excel
lent Makeup of Well Known
and Successful Beggar.

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY,

In

29.
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give the appearance or being bulky
Next 1o broadcloth come Ihe satin
fucotf lady's cloths which have some
Mlmilnrlty to a broadcloth but are not
so fine. Serses have been given 'hi

Paris

Lovely
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satin finish and chiffon weight, and
for dress skirts to be worn separately
they arfan economical venture; yet
they are not cheap In the first place,
but If In standard colors their lifo oi
service Is extremely long.
The other' day I saw some very
beautiful voiles of so silky a finis?,
that I mistook them at first glance
.lino. Some of these voiles ha'.'
little silky d'tts or stars over theli
surface, which last In the fancy col-- i
org make very pretty waists for ev
enini; wear. We all know tho wear
that, can be got out of a poplin there
is a clilffon weight that will lie much
used this winter for reception, calling
end matinee wear, and in the majority
of cases lifiht colors v. l'.I be called for
and elaborately trimmed, while for a
dressv skirt nothing would be nicer
than one made In a fairly heavy qual
jMf
:9JWM
il
'
It v of black poplin which, being of
'
'
SjfH HV- '1
'V
linen anil silk, has the richness that
'
"
'
la the characteristic
'
of the gros
k;i - '.
ii
grains.
vv
,Vfe.'..Vv
a
i IV
In silks there is little to report lu
the wa of change; It is tho early
sprint; that brings the most startling
Innovations in these materials; but
the heavier qualities are being a lit
tie more worn than has been,
except when Intended for evening
wear, nn.l among these are shown
some beautiful messalines covered
with all sizes of dots with a bord-either In flower or a conventional do
sign. The flower designs are stilt
popular in all the muslin qualities l
silks, organdies, sill; mulls, etc.
Some very handsome velvets will
be worn, especially those called "mir
ror." and the chiffon grades will be
used for capes, cloaks and those
wraps of ail sorts for ceremonlms
wear. For the dlrectoire coats no ma
terlal Is more appropriate; these coats
will be fashionable this winter which
when made in such materials as vel
vet, heavy silks or broadcloths are
worn at the most.formal dress functions; and though they are sometimes
seen In the rough and ready clothes
they are entirely out of their element
certain styles and material have ai- finlties just as people and places.
One of our New York houses that
has designs exclusively Its own nas
put on the market a "jumper suit,"
does It not?
which sounds work-like- ,
But It is a dainty affair Intended to
An odd combination of fine anil expensive materials are in this $100
suit.
the place of the shirt-wai- st
hat just over from Paris, which U intendtd fr evening wear. The brim take
skirt is made a good deal on the
is of real Princess Louise lace, with an Iridescent bird wi h a full Paradise . The
princes style, only by no means sitail. This hat was shown in probably the most exclusive of the Fifth ave-high in the girdle; the waist Is lownue shops.
j

SEPTEMBER

'

.

spile of
so far, autumn
fashion openings and rumors of more
the pulpit, where none but the sound to come arc the consequence of the
est of doctrines was preBcnen,
arriving
beautiful creations that
Instrurt stable employes In the
rudiments of education. The Loney
the
Island Jockey club purchased
building and is paying good salaries
to competent instructors to teach the
white and black boys and youths who
follow the races during the racing
season. School hours are afternoons
during the winter
and evenings
months.
lem-n-er-

SKYSCRAPERS

II

New YotK

Good Work for Disused Church.
Tho old imtrh Koformcd church on
I
the Nock roml, Sheepshcad lftjr, where
the Knickerbockers and UoosevcUs
New York, Sept.
worshipped in olden times, has been the warm weather
turned Into a school for Jockeys. In

HUSHES

EVEN

EVEXIXQ

ALBUQUERQUE
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The New

ay

The Old Way

No water, no preservatives; oysters in a sealed,
white enameled case, ice
outside.

Water, preservatives, ice
and oysters all together
into a stale wooden

'

X

tub.

Sealshlpt Oysters,
received daily in

'

shipped in the new way,

Sealshlpt Carriers

MINCE MEAT
OUR OWN MAKE

New York, Sept. 29. If the theoloAbsolutely Pure
Clean and Sweet
gical experts are short of material to
heir rtoetrlue of total deprav
ity they must look into the case of
We make this Mince Meat right here in your own city from a
trederlck jiommei, oi mm cuy.
which cannot be excelled, using only the purest and best of
recipe
Frank Hommel, who la a truckman
ingredients.
Don't buy a foreign product with all Its uncertainty
au Hat week, leaving two little chll
. Aren
Harrv aged twelve and Mamie,
when you can obtain a much better article made right here and one
aged eight, 'tolling as he Is early
that you know is a "pure food."
on. i into th widowed Hommel decided
his
i
that he could give little tlm to tosmalhome, and proposed to move
Mamie
But, little
ler apartments.
Bald she could look after things, and
finally persuaded her father to keep
2 pounds for . . .
.25
the
the old home. Every morning
pound
keg
50
for
$4.00
father left 60 cents for food, placing
It under the bureau cover. Last toweek
re- the children were surprised
' celve a visit from their brother Frederick, twenty years old, who had not
been home In five years, According to
hU father Frederick had spent his life
In dissipation, making his home m
lodging houses. Frederick demanded
money from the children, and the coin
One of the Commandments.
which was to buy their meals was
Tho writer of these epistles made a
'
he
day
Another
him.
over
to
turned
discovery on Sunday last, which he
came and the brave little couple gave hastens to communicate io ine uiw
up the price of their bread without
loglcal world, never having seen any
the fact secret mention of it. He was attending an
a whimper, keepingWhen
the brother Enworth League meeting and .mere
from their father.
he
called last Wednesday morning buwas displayed a huge copy of the ten
found only "forty cents under th had commandants on cloth. His eyes restM
M
reau cover. Hommel, the father, de- ed on the commandment regarding the
Frederick
change.
Day,
of
and
been short
observation of the Sabbath
M
Toarllncr If over and over. Fln- manded that Harry make up the h
ehcr-ageThe boy refused, and the
him that there every dav from both the native mak
M
-- .'.. nntv,in, looiinir
noadine once ers and those of Paris and Vienna.
elder brother departed. The children
night.
that
Hommel
have
ot
they
news
her
to
or
reason
slowly, he said to himself: Here For some
broke the
M
the city more
The enraged father searched
la everybody prohibited from worKing been coming in earlier than usual,
.
up
the
gave
t
finally
glimpses
daugh
or
more
son, but
as for a week
for :iis
on the Sabbath Day, the sons,
v,
turn Ail the matter over 10 ters, man servants, maid servants, etc. styles quite decided have ueen shown
for
warrant
out
a
getting
M
but, where are the wives: Ana ue to the favored few; and though there
the ; oiice,
a.
Outside Building Orde s Solicited and Work
the arrest of his son. as
went Into a patient search for the Is no accounting for popular tastes
had
case
has
M
this
wives were there. So and decisions and the liking for
no
of total depravity
wives,
but
Guaranteed First-Clas- s.
H
no parallel lately even In this deprav he looned Into the Bible end lo and
of mind, the styles for the
M
A' ed city.
behold, no wives are there either. Now coming senson are now pretty well
were the wives left oui Decause n fixed for the autumn until real wintry
H
N. M. S
Given
Skyscraper Marriage Epidemic.
was Intended that they should not be- weather sets in
M
women
young
nust. a rush of
condemned for the work tneir
The reds ot last year which r;avt
-.
on
perform
them
positions, to the Amermake
bands
scenes
applicants forcomnany
such brightness to the street
s square eny- sumtv
wherever women were assembled, ars
nrnnrtwav. Vacancies arestill with us, but they are this year
o
ire.nnatantlv. and
Loved Poverty With Freedom.
much darker and look as though the
sent
u
been
Wrard has at last
quent have been the droppings i . has to Mary workhouse.
She wandered on artist had afterwards given them a
the
young lady stenographers thatdifferent
lamp-blacSome of thes
the
the streets with a basket of decayed veil of
kept
the managers of ends
while
,'
to keep fruit, old lemons and a choice collec- reds have a purplish tinge, In
o. thoir wits'
no
4
,.,.-itic- r
nn to date. ATI tion of rags upon her person. It was many a blue can be described yet the
am- other way than purplish blue,
epldemormarrylng' bas broken out Interesting to note the disgust and
raged with
with which the ladies on the navvs are today more in evidence
In the building and hassooner does a azement
Indeed the
always regarded her. She than for many years.
sidewalk
no
so
that
force,
great
to had been permitted to crawl np and tendency of all the new materials
accustomed
fairly
get
lady
youngr,
i
an nent. or clerk, or
the sidewalks of the busiest tended for the street are dark as Is
frY ,
A
street, the most distasteful object to seen In myrtle, all the greens, browns
"elephant"
yet,
when
grays
color
And
city.
of the last
and
be found in the
courtship goes on b
she antj London smoke are the most pop- Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
another vacancy Is created. Six she was brought before thenercourt
ciotnes,
in
uiar.
marriages have occurred In the forces had a hundred dollars were
worth
checked,
not
There are Innumerable
' in the building with In a few months, which of themselves
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
Sie clung to her nlalded and striDed effects, especial- a hundred cents.
in one department there are nearly
away,
of
the
but
was taken
but Instead
ly. ja the woolens;
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
one hundred stenographers, and as money as she
of one eyesore at there being a great mixture of color
many clerks, and each clerk has bis street has been
these effects are obtained by different
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full inown particular vanity In the person of last.
weaving In the one tone. Plaids of
a lovely and accompusnea stenograyu
''''
v
Wall Street a Dog Market.
formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
the Scotch and French varieties andr Th elanees to and fro are lnnum
Wall street's dog market has been in many other combinations are to beerable and almost constant from the
opening of the establishment to ine established by long cuBtom at the extensively worn, as soon as the
T. T. PURDY,
closing of It daily. The first marriage corner of Exchange place and New cooler days come in, and for those
are
wear
a
Deen
secretary,
always
plaid
can
has
there
not
It
who
There
street.
was that of the assistant
which was quickly followed by tae possible to pick up dogs of strange 80me beautiful striped silks. There
ai prices are ago i piaids and stripes some
treasurer's and as each was full satis- d and unfathomable .breeding
that fluctuated as widely, as those ot- exquisitely shaded braids about four
fied and constantly alluded to his
happiness, the clerks thought It other markets. Owing to the bucket- inches wide, Intended for belts, and
was a good example to follow. They shop agitation by one of the yellow a narrower quality for the neck.
In Bpite or au the predictions to ine
began to make the necessary arrange- journals the dog maraei una octu
ment as fast as possible. The book- broken up. Now the dog peddlers walk contrary, the broadcloths are much
their more Berviceable than velvet, keeps
keepers and stenographers make a up and down Broadway with arms.
appearance longer and W
atrong combination. The officers did- dogs safely stowed under their
lu eiegant
them.
more appropriate to the street; It Is,
their best to keep the epidemic con- Business is still good with T1MEK
OLD
In the beautiful chiffon qualities now
fined to the accounting department,
colore d velvet, dressy street hat, made InThla la a handsome
lint a sfl iu) occurred on the floor below
used, especially suitable for the prln
vnrb ior $75. The excellent model, beaunow
the
In the legal department, and
cess dresses that are still with us, a tUurro-coloranand the real chanty
flowerrimn.ings
DYN
OF
VICTIM
een
ena
d
officials cannot tell where it win
It Is heavy enough to keep Us long
up to
brought this
pliable aha, dyed to the same shade as the velvet,
yet
so
Intact
and
lines
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR Af D FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
' run
Seen from Sidewalk.
price.
extravagant
never the
N. M. Rate $4.00 fvr the round i ip. Tickets on sale September 24 to
AMITE EXPLOSION the arrangements of those lines
The streets of New York: are equal
27. Return limit, September 29. 1)06.
In entertaining qualities to a dozen
having
a
lit
neck,
sometimes
in
the
vaudeville comDanles In one, as every
tie V clear down to the belt line, and INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN; HORSE SHOW, 8T. JOSEPH, MO.,
dav there are amusing events that "BUD" DONATHAN IS HORRIBLY
September
Rate $30.75
the round trip. Tickets on sale Sep.
the sleeves, if they may be called
passing
ordinary
DIE-BOTH
from
the
evolved
tember 22 to 26 Inclusive, Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
MUTILATED AND ftlAY
such, are little caps or round shield
the
life
of
business
of
the
events
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
EYES BLINDED.
pieces under the arms, meeting on top
fairly test the powers
metropolis
on payment of 50 cents.
in narrow points, or they may be
on
hour
a
crowded
laughter.
In
of
very short Eton Bleeves open on top AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
News has reached here that as a
Rroadwav the other day a lady under
tamp a
to
trying
of
result
and laced up. Inside is worn a
1906. Rate $30.75 for the round trip.
doing
Tickets on sale October
In
etreet,
and
cross
the
took to
a post hole In
guimpe with sleeves under which may
5 to 9 Inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
so she walked close to the rear na stick of dynamite Intobar,
Pon"Bud"
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment cf 50 cents.
with a steel
be seen a contrasting color; for In
of an express wagon. A vigorous dog a rock, was
fearfully Injured about
stance, a green suit was made in BIENNIAL MEETING,
was looking out of the wagon, taking athan
SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
on
Pensaco,
green cashmere and under the wnlte
hree miles from Lower
in the scenery with evident uengnt, Wednesday
11 o'clock In thr
1906
NEW
LA.,
ORLEANS,
light
about
of
waist
October
guimpe
was
a
under
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
of
keeping
track
same
time
and at the
thirty five
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
thin Bilk. Cashmeres are particularly
what was nasslng. Among the latter forenoon. He was blown
eyes
were
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
suitable for these dresses or such
was the ladv in question. The dog feet in the air, both his
right hand was
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
goods as etlolennes. voiles or the
observed that she wore some, very fine utterly destroyed, his over
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
chiffon mohairs.
flowers In her bat and also a bird, almoBt blown off andprojecteda hundred
into hl
pieces of rock were
Au evening gown was made from CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
which luokid quite appetizing and
one of the new bordered silks from
So he thrust out his snout and bodv. Mr. Donathan Is a siniile man
day until September 30th Also one way rates to points in the North.
Arch Van Winkle was also severely
The gown was
Drlncess design.
with a nilshty gulp seized the flowers
west, south and West,
Don
Mr.
dangerously
hurt.
the
But
not
gave
yank.
a
on
a
but
mounted
and tdrd, and
T. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
onwhich was arranged a luce
'hatpins proved strong and would not athan was one of a crew of men ho
yoke topped by a standing collar, and
part. So the lady was dragged along were at work uuder the superintendthe yoke was outlined with a band ot
in the rear of the express wagon, ence of Mr. Van Winkle, the contract
pulling back with all her might and or who Is building the extension of
border and a band also outlined
the
the urn clinging to the bird and flow- - the I'ensaco Telephone company s
The sleeves were
the armholes.
T like deatn to a dead negro. Fin- line from there to Cloudcroft. Thi
formed of shaped puffs with gathers
ally the driver's attention was called place In which they were putting in
at the seam and only slight fullness
to the tragedy In the rear, after a the pole Is solid rock and blasting was
at the lower edge, where it joined the
to
rushed
had
gentlenun
not
necessary.
Is
known here
It
nuwbtr of
laco cuffs, topped with bands similar
animal
obnoxious
the
tamp
tool
rescue,
for
and
the
whether he used a steel
to that below the yoke. The front
capturhaving
or
without
off
responsibility
as pulled
ing on his own
of the gown was draped by shirring
AU classes of labor may
prey.
ed its
whether he was instructed so to do.
at each side of the center front seam,
Another event, equally comical hap-the
to
closely
was
fitted
the
back
and
find steady employment
; Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
red on Brojdway, where a water-!.figure, while under the back closing
Bv Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
suddenly threw a miniature gey-- k
t.
in San Francisco. Top-- f
was a
The past run was
A little child of Michael Strauss of
l:i to the air. A hapless Individual,
bordering
of
the
rows
of
two
formed
wearing a pair of specs, was right on Vernon, Conn., was recently in great
notch wages; higher than
which reached to the feet.
the hand, and as
the iot, and the geyser, with nice pain from a burn on
blouses
new
fancy
Nearly
all
the
eastern scale. Perfect
discrimination scraped his nose and cold annlicatlons only increased the
have
and pointed cuffs, somelifting his spectacles off, carried them infianiniatlon. Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
in
as
possible at a season
1
are
iVv.
inverted
revers
times
the
work
1
climate. Construction
up in.t!'3 air some tdxty feet. A Janus N. Nichols, a local merchant.
the case of a blouse iu green chiffon,
the-,- - turned to descend a doctor drove
tor something to stop the pain. Mr.
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
taffeta having inside plastron yoke
steed, and got Nichols says: "I advised him to use
i 'oLg. with a spirited
cream
VenUe
of
cuffs
collar
and
and
Chamberlain's Pain Halm, and the
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
tn the spot Just In time for the
iaie. which ulso formed the inverted
to land on the horse's nose. Tae Bret application drew out the Inflam I
decoration
the
of
revers.
The
further
relief.
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
ii iimal was scared, and began to run mation and ga"e Immediate
gray ostrich plumes of exquisite beauty are usinl an a olunse had tucks on each side of the
full
Umg
and
mysulf
and
asliniment
this
have
used
the
to
unaccustomed
fvay, bing
hat of navy blue velvet and suliu. The cei.ttr-frout- ,
and small tucks gather
Illustrated leaflet showing
on this
PURDY, Agent,
pects of the scenery through the new recommend It very often for ctns, triiiimlug
a Paris design, is pitchtd to a becoming angle by the tulllne thi- fulness of the sleeve into band
hat,
which
rite of wages, free to Ihoje
have
end
back
howlame
wag
and
Btopped,
burns,
strains
Topeki k Sinu fc Ry.. Albuqutrqut
medium. When he
Atchisoi.
at
below;
It
and
cuff
the
fashion
left
of
and
ruc'hed
back
joined
The
woniun
to
the
side.
thst
who apply lo
bandeau lu the
ever, the doctor restored the spec- never known It to disappoint." For an
a girdle of the silk finished the waist.
wealth consider ISO a fair pried for muii a hat as this.
tacles to thtlr owner, explaining that Bale by all druggists.
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Fall Matt From
Paris Costs Only $75

TJhis

NOTE THE LOW PRICES

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

Contractor and Builder
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Colonist Rates to
California and the

Northwest...
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And of Course This
Is Cheap at $60

24-2-
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niue-gord-
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There's Work for you
in California....
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Saturday; September
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PUBLIC FUNDS

...

LESS THAN FACTORY COST
'2 yard length Brussels, with fringe
V.i yard length Velvet, with fringe
1

l '.j yard length Moquette, with fringe

RECEIVED

J.

.
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Albuquerque,

Vehicles

Life Insurance Co.

...AND.-

N. M.

The following

public

funds

havo

0930OCC00000000

A. A. Keen, commissioner of public
lands, to Hie credit of the following
fund: Common school Income fund

RAILROAD

of

National League.

the line
the west, clue
6:45 o'clock,
this morning.

1,

$118.

assessment

Armljo Bldg.
BujgzrmnaTI IttnuBTT:- -

laws

Frank Connell, of the air bench in
the Las Vegas railroad shops, left for
the Topeka hospital, where he will
undergo treatment fo
rheumatism,

which has been bothering him considerably for the past few months.
The Santa Fe railroad has granted
a rate of one and one-fiftfare for
the round trip to Albuquerque for the
meetings of the Masonic Grand bodies,
which will hold their sessions In that
city, beginning on October 13, good
to the 20th.
h

ANOTHER LINE PUSHING
FOR THE WEST
The indications nre that the proposed Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific
will be put through at an early date,
says an eastern dispatch. Its officials have bought the Canadian Southern and the Canadian Midland ami
several other projected lines, and
have Bold bonds to the amount of six
and a half millions. The line will
be pushed through rapidly to Carli-baN. M., and in to El Paso, the ice
to the Pacific coast. Forty millicus
of capital are behind the road.
d,

GENERAL MANAGER HURLEY '
BACK TO TOPEKA
J. E. Hurley, general manager of
the Santa Fe, who went to Chicago
last Friday for the purpose of con- suiting expert oculists in regard to
his injured eye, has returned to Topeka. The result of the examination
of his eye by the Chicago oculists revealed nothing new, and they advised
a continuation of the same treatment
that he had been receiving, so Mr.
Hurley returned to the Santa Fe hospital. The Chicago oculists say that
there is danger of losing the sight of
the eye but that if It is properly
treated the chances are good for a
safe recovery.
AND ECONOMY
"ORGANIZATION
IN RAILWAY MACHINE SHOP'
The September number of The En

gineering Magazine contains the first
of a series of articles on "Organlza
tlon and Economy in the Railway Machine Shop," by H. W. Jacobs of San
Bernardino. The first article deMs
with "Specializing and Centralization
of the Operation and Equipment.'
with numerous illustrations.
Mr. Jacobs is the superintendent of
shop Improvement methods for the
Santa Fe coast and gulf lines, with
headquarters in San Bernardino, and
he stands high in this line of work, as
Is evidenced
by the "Engineering
Magazine securing a series of arti
cles from his pen. He is a plain but
writer, making the Intrl
cate questions of shop management
clear to the layman by the use of sim
ple language.
FRIENDS ARE LOOKING FOR
ENGINEER HENNESSEY
Where Is John Hennessey? That Is
a question Messrs. Jim Miller and
Ross Thomas of Clifton, Ariz.t have
neen trying to nnd an answer to tne
last nine days, says the El Paso
Times. The lost man Is a locomotive
engineer employed on the Arizona A
New Mexico railroad, with his home
at Clifton. On July 31 he left on a
visit to his home in the east, to see
his sweetheart and visit with his people.
He stopped over several days
with friends in El Paso. On the 15th
of August he wrote from Chicago thar
he would be home on the 10th of .his
month, and on the 9th of this month
his hat and suitcase came in on a
sleeper over the FJ Paso & Northeastern. But John Hennessey was not
on the train.

EARTHQUAKE HAS NO
TERRORS FOR PEOPLE
"I do not believe the San Francisco
earthquake has in the least. inju-ethe tourist or colonist travel from the
east to California. On the contrary,
I believe it has rather accentuated It,
and that more people will visit the
Golden state the coining winter than
ever before In a like period.
"There may be a few timid people
who will be kept away by the earthquake and the fire, but where
been kept away there will be
three who will take the trip to the
coast merely out of curiosity to see
the ruins and visit other portions of
the state while they are here, and
many of these will see the utter fojl- ishness of fear of earthquakes and
stay and make the state their home."
Thus spoke a well known railioad
man. General Agent W. K. Ikiwler, of
the Santa Fe. to a reporter of the Hn
Bernardino Sun, in discussing the
present movement of colonists to the
coast and the outlook for the coming
winter for tourists.
Itching, torturing skin eruptions,
disfigure, annoy, drive one wild, lioau'g
Ointment brings quick relief and lasting cures, yifty cents at auy drug
store.
J
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The following New Mexico postmasters have been appointed:
Ealdy, Colfax county B. W. desk?.
Seama, Valencia county Elizabeth
tra croft.
Quemado, Socorro county Herman
A. Brackvogel.
The pension department has allowed the following penelons:
William H. Baker, Hermanas, 8.00
per month, from May 18, 1906.
Jose Gurule, Duran, Increase of $12
per month, from August 15, 1906.
Thomas Stogden, La Lnz, increase
$10 per. montn, from July 11, 1906.
Joseph Boylan, Albuquerque, Increase $8.00 per month, from June 6,
1906.

William N. Epperson, Aztec, $6.00
per month, from July 9, 1906.
Timothy P. Murphy, Fort Bayard,
$30.00 per month, from June 9, 1906.
Jemes R. Peck, Lower Penasco, 6
per month, from June 23, 1903.
A postofnee has been established at
Gould, Union county,
with F. T.
Brown, postmaster.

W. E. DAME.

Clerk of said court.
Hickey & Moore,
Attorneys
for
plaintiff, postofflce address, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
First publication Sept. 15, 1906.
o
Many Ills come from Impure blood.
Can t have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy liver and sluggish bow
els. Burdock Blood Bitters strengtn- -

ens stomach, bowels and
purifies the blood.

liver, and
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BAR

fine Testimonials
not only as to the
splendid results of

THE

Systems
mIso

as to the satisfactory
manner In which
all of our work
operates.

.

COflSUlt I'S ?

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gfnt fal Bolldlng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

CURE

cough
LUNGS

THE

Discovery

Nov

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

ELITE

SIMON

Dr. King's

WITH

Both Phones

Third and Marquettt

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low prices
We have reoelved a car

FOOMIf.3

PIONEER BAKERY

STANDARD PLUMBING
& HEATING COMPANY

KILLthe

60c $1.00
Fret Trial.
Surest and Uuickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
OUGHSand
0L0S.

BALLING,

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guar--'
antee firat Pinna hat,nr
207 South First Street. Albuquerque,

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

JUST RECEIVED
at
the

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE,

At Consistent

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS- tin STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST "TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

j j j

.Prices

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

Salt Meats,
Steam 8auaga Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT..
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
All Kinds of Fresh and

c.

W. E.

B. A. SLEYQTER

ffMI

and Retail, Albnquerqne

KORBER & CO., Wholesale

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
408 W. Railroad Avenue
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
Dr. Williams' Indlun Pile
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
Hntmeiit will cure Ullnd,
C rlllM,lin
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Tt..l,l
we handle the beat
mH
a
1 111 B
u Pil.'N. IthllWWhiilhMtiiiiinHi meats and a full line
NUIAKY fUBLKJ.
of choice groailuya tha ittiiiiiK at uiu'f, acta
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
ceries.
lief. Dr. vfllllum.H' Indian 1'ile Olnt- Automatic Telephone. 174.
LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.
mpnl tit nn.na.iul (n. I i in.
t ...u
Inn of Ihe private purts.
Kery
box la
Hv
m- wiirrnntil.
.

clpt

of

prii-c-

HrimiFiclat mnll

60 ccnta ami

An
WILLIllftS

l.(Ml.

lTop..

levelauu.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
CO..

(

A fortune should

be

built up like a stone wall
one stone at a time.

In the case

of the stone wall so it Is with a for
tune, the start and the first few additions seem insignificant, yet they
are as Important as any part of the
structure.
A majority of the fortunes
of
successful men have been built up
from smail beginnings. These men
began right. They saved a part of
their Income by having a bank account. They discovered early In
life that a ank account is valuable
to a young man who is trying to
save his money.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

THE CELEBRATED

O.'F.

O.

WHISKEY

WOOL

V

First

:,

St

N. M.

I

TOT I e ORAO I

M.

STRONG BLOCK.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, iM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Waa
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

FIRE INSURANCE, HEAL BSTATaV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BuUdtn

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendent
Fairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries

and

A. E. WALKER,
riRK

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.

201-21-

1

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building &soeia
tlon. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

N. Second BL, BXh Phones.
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B1LKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-- I
ins. II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN

mre or

the santa fe

system leadino

14.BT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 23x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL IAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL I.ARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROU.ER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WTJCL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
01 CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
18 A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

iotonososooosotoeoososoeos
looooJoooshcocKaoeosC'

COME

TO BELEN, H, ill,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsitc

The Belen Town and

0000K0
KC00K0
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

H

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THElTY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO 8 AND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
NEWS-PPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERGEB,
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Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hsjr,
Qraln and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your orders Con
line and gaa stoves repaired-this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRHSIL
Next to Walton' drug store, Bout
Third street.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Mauser.

General Repair Shop.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Sole Agents.

&

Office, 115 North
ALBUQUERQUE,

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Bottled In Bond.

MELINI & EAKIN

MAUGER

with Raaoe

I

y

8

111
Firat Street
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietor.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meal From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

AMERICAN

and

Machine Works

Rico Hotel and Bar
No.
North

We Are
Heating Experts
Why Not
IDEM. Boilers and
Raaiators

0

of Llghtninn presses and In order to sell
HOUSE them right out we will makeload
a very low price, based on spot cash cost ta
'
ua and car load height
NEAR POSTOFFICC AN 3 DEPOT
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

Hot Water and Steam
but

Foundry and

A

IN

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two
Block From Postofflce.
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.

given us

Tllmram
v

R. R. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore. Coal and bumber Can; IkeftlaMu
PuUeyi. Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fromt
f
Building!.
Rape Ire on Mining end Mill Menhir,
a
Foundry eat tide of railroad track.
AJbaqBwtie, n

-

MANUFACTURING

The said defendant, Edna M. Robs
Thibault, Is hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against her by
the said plaintiff. Francis J. Thibault.
In the aforesaid court, wherein said
plaintiff seeKs an absolute divorce
from the said defendant, and such
other relief as may be equitable, on
the ground of the abandonment of
plalntlu by defendant, and that unless
said defendant enters her appearance
in said cause on or before the 3rd day
of November, 1906, Judgment will be
rendered in said cause against her by
default.

Albuquerque

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

San

r;

' "MIMM"1-1-

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South Flrt Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

Are
Many

Juan county, W. E. Williams,
treasurer; tax of 1902, $2.63; 1903,
and Thomas.
Second game
R. H. E. $10.73; 1905, $164.37; total, $177.73.
Santa Fe county, Celso Lopez,
Cleveland
2 10 0
New York
1
4
2 treasurer; tax of 1902, $159.93; 1903,
Balteries: Joss and Clarke; Hogs ,$153.46; 1904, $53.96; 1905, $537.95;
total, $905.30.
and Thomas.
Sii Miguel county, Eugenio Ro- mero, treasurer; tax of 1902, $3.88;
Western League.
1904,
1905,
$11.54:
$724.95;
At Denver
R. .H. E. 1903,
Denver
15 7 $503.68; total, $1,245.55.
n
Sierra county, John C. Plemmons.
Pueblo
2
7
9
Batteries: Paige and W'eigardt; treasurer; tax of 1904, $40.83; 1905,
$757.80; total, $798.63.
Price and Rennicker.
Socorro county, Jose E. Torres,
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
Des Moines
0 6 3 treasurer; tax of 1902, $14.51; 1903,
1905,
1412.28;
Lincoln
5
6 0 $21.91: 1904, $38.98;
total, $487.68.
Batteries: Miller, Gillen and
Torrance county, William McinEyler and ZInran.
At Omaha
R. H. E. tosh, treasurer; tax of 1905, $165.19.
Union county, John F. Wolford.
Omaha
4
8
3
Sioux City ..:
6 5 treasurer; tax of 1904, $11.65; 1905,
,.:.,1
Batteries: Dodge and Townsend; $309.61; total, $321.26.
Hall and Pettlt.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
ABOUT POSIOFFICES
Bernalillo, In the District Court.
Francis J. Thibault. Plaintiff, vs. Edna
M. Ross Thibault, Defendant. No4
AND

Batteries: Hess and Bemis;

cooocoooooo

Wrlte Fop' Ageney

MEALS AT ALL HOURS

There

Louis-Bosto-

New

Corner First Street anH

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House

K.

e

Bert WinKlns, a railroad shop machinist, who recently visited his old
home at Fort Madison and In Canada,
has returned to his duties at the local
shops.
It. W. Miller of Kansas City was at
the Alvarado yesterday and left later
for the Grand Canyon. Mr. Mille- - Is
to assume a position nt the' latter
place with the Harvey system In the
famous "Hop! House."

.

1889-190-

o

SCHWCNTKER,

... N. T.

Arthur Trelford, superintendent of
U.K. New ,.Meloo penitentiary,
convicts'
Pittsburg
4
8
0 earnings. ?2,4"u.fiB.
Brooklyn . .
5 15 2
William E. Dame, former clerk of
Batteries: Brady, I.eever and Peltz, second Judicial district court, clerk's
Scanlon nnd Bergen.
fees, $403.75.
Second game
W. C. Barnes, secretary of the cnt-tlIt. H. E.
Pittsburg
u
5
1
sanitary board, cattle Indemnity
Brooklyn
0 3 1 fund, $217.50.
Batteries:
Caraminst and Peitz,
Chaves county. J. S. Ix"a. treasurer;
.Mclntyre and Ritter.
tax of 1SI04, $51.53; 1905, $879.49; toAt Philadelphia
R. H. E. tal, $841.02.
Chicago
7 14
2
.
Dona Ana county, Oscar l.ohman.
Philadelphia . x
3
7 3 treasurer; tax of 1902, $2.77; 1903.
Batteries:
Reuibach and Klint: $33.88; 1904. $192.48; 1905, $210.77;
Lush and Dooln.
$439.90.
r total.
At Boston
Eddy county, J. D. Walker, treasR. H. E.
Cincinnati
2 6 1 urer;
tax of 1902, 54 cents;
1903,
Boston
110 2 $3.88; 1904, $129.99; 1905, $7oti.3,1; toBatteries: Ewing and Schlei; Dor-ne- r tal, $842.74.
and Brown.
Grant county, A. S. Goodell. treasAt New York
R. H. E. urer; tax of 1904, $18.24; 1905, $193.-58- ;
St. Louis
2 5 3
total. $216.82.
New York
8 9 3
Guadalupe county, Camilo Sanchez,
Batteries: Beebe and Noonan: C. treasurer; tax of 1905, $328.33.
Mathewson, H. Mathewson and
Lincoln county, J. H. Canning,
treasurer, tax of 7905, $114.94.
Luna county, C. J. Kelly, treasurer;
American League.
tax of 1903, $145.07: 1904, $82.92;
1905, $117.17; total, $345.16.
n
At St. Louis St.
game postponed on account of wet
McKinley county, Palmer Ketner,
treasurer: tax of 1902. $7.05; 19nl,
grounds.
At Detroit
R. H. E. $7.05; 1905, $08.82; total, $82.92.
Mora county, Daniel Cassidy, treasH
4
3
'Detroit
Philadelphia
7 14 0 urer; taxes of 1904, $32.88; 1905, $Sti.-7f- i;
total, $119.64.
Batteries: Donoliua and Schmidt:
Otero county, J. C. Dunn, treasurCombs, Dygert and Berry.
At Cleveland
R. H. E. er: tax or 1902, $55.79; 1903. $7.87;
Cleveland
0 3 1 1904, $7.87; 1905, $340.25; total,
At Pittsburg

Serious washouts on
train No. 8 from
here last evening at
from arriving till early

r. a.

J. W. Kayiiolds. territorial secro
tary; receipts derived from sales of
copies of reprinted

Albuquerque Carriage Company

Manager for Mow Mexico and Northern Arltona,

$74.

GAMES.

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT
IS THE ONLV
T.ME TO BUY .". BUGGY. THAT NOTIONSPRING
IS COSTING
THEM
V1O1NEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING
LET U8
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH POPULAR
DEPARTMENTS.

ht

it:

YESTERDAY'S

at Reduced

The most completo policy covering as It docs life,
accident and health Insurance.
2nd. The lowest der-trale of any old l:no company or
same age and size.
3rd. Large annual dividends.
4th. Absolute security. i addition to the reserve re
quired by law, the stockholders are Leld pcrsoniily
liable for the Company's debts.
years of honest dealings with our
rth. Thirty-eigpolicy holders.

ritorial Collections.

-

Harness

1st.

been received by Territarlal Treasurer .1. II. Vaughn for the month ofSep-te-

TOPICS

n

The Pacific Mutual

The Month of September Was
a Very Good One For Ter-

Colo. Phono Red 77

Corner Coal mud Second St.
Wont SXnd Viaduct

coooecoceocoofK

f

WE CLAIM :

O. EWIfiflONS
The Furniture Man

Automatic Phone 474

PAGE SEVEN.

TREASURER

1.25
yean
No limit to the number, buy all you will need for
Teliphone ardors dellvorod on approval
.

BY

$ .75

90

CITIZEN.

iMWitjaBiTeaja

1

Great Carpet Remnant Sale

EVENING
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EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

from Chicago, carried
race,
away first money in the half-mildefeating Julius Iansdale after a spirited contest. The ladles' race, due to
come off last night, was postponed
on account of lack of sufficient entries. These races being pulled oft
at the Railroad avenue rink are prov- n a good drawing card.
says:
The Silver City Enterprise
he Alhuaueraiie 'air was a success
financially. This we know without consulting tne Albuquerque papers because we received a check from tne
lair association within three days after the last hurrah. And that's proof
of the pudding.
John W. McKane, In boring under
the Influence of too much fire fal'.T,
created a small fright to some of the
occupants of the N. T. Armljo builda va
ing last nisht by
cant rxm in the building without
first Riving he occupants due not let.
The police were called in and the
was given more appropriate
quarters at the city building.
Tony Mlchelnach, chief millwright
of the sash and door factory at the
American LnnilrfT company mills, met
with an accident yesterday that will
prevent active work for a short time.
He ran a sham chisel into his left
hand, between the thumb and index
finger, badly Injuring the hand. Dr.
Wyldtr
the company's physician.
aressed the wound, and gave it as his
opinion that the Injury, with good
care, will heal rapidly.
Two of Joe Barnett's best harness
horses Stranger O. and Clara B.
ara now at Fort Worth, Texas, where
they have been entered In several of
the very beat races. After "doing"
Fort Worth, the horses will be taken
to Dallas, and after the fair and races
there will be brought to Albuquerque
and rested up for a few weeks. It Is
quite likely Mr. Barnett will send his
entire stable to southerfn California
for the winter.
Mrs. Eduhlna Harris, age 65 years,
died at the Harris home, 706 Beaugar-avenue at 5 o'clock this morning as
the result of a stroke of paralysis,
with which she was stricken down
early yesterday morning. The funeral
took place from the Immaculate Conception church this afternoon. Inter
ment being made at Santa Barbara
cemetery. O. W. Strongs Sons had
charge of the funeral.
One of the prettiest private flower
is
conservatories In the southwest
that of Mrs. H. H. Tllton at her home,
Nc. 517 North Fourth street, and the
rarest tropical plants flourish in this
pretty home of flowers the same as .'t
in their native southland. Among the
collection Is a night blooming cereus
plant, and almost every year, since
Mrs. Tilton has had the plant, it has
sent forth a most exquisite white
flower. One came last night a beau
tiful rpeclmea and, like its nature,
withered and dried with the approacn
of daylight. Another bud, on the
same plan, is almost ready to blos

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

10tf.

29,

skater recently

LOCAL. AND

e

PERSONAL.
ARRIVAL
No.
No.
No.
No.

Boy's Shoes

1

3
Boys will

le

boya and It Is quite

a

prob-

We have the footweat
with plenty of style
racket,
that stands the
lem to shoe them.

and comfort thrown In. Made of wear defying leather, with good, stout soles. Built
on lasts that are natural, neat and trim.
If you can not come yourself send your
boy to ua. We will fit him properly.

I

&r

ft

to

11.25

13

2a

to

$1.75

.'..$1.50 to $2.25
$1.65 to $2.75

13'a to 2

to 5'a

L
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

1,
1,
8,
4,

OF TRAINS.

first section, 8:15 p. m.
second section. 9:15 p. m.
at 9:40 p. m.
at 2 p. m.

Duncnn H. Hoodr New York Is In
Albuquerque.
Mrs. J. C. Wall work bas returned
from a few days visit to El Paso.
and
L. R. Babcock. a merchant
mine owner of Kelly, was In the city
on business yesterday.
The well known stock raiser, H. J.
Ilamer, arrived In Albuquerque last
night from his ranches at Watrous.
After a visit to her Albuquerque
friends of several weeks Miss Eliza
Graham has returned to her borne In
Edward Spitz has been on a visit
this week to the southern towns, Including Demlng and Silver City.
John N. Coffin, manager of the American Lumber company, left last
night for Chicago on a business trip.
R. P. Davenport, night chief for
Postal Telegraph company at El Paso,
completed his business here and left
for his; home this morning.
Miss Bessie Strother returned last
night from a visit to Chicago. Miss
brother is a daughter of Frank T.
Strother.
E. A. Cahoon of Roswell visited Albuquerque yesterday on his return
trom the Bankers' convention in Las
Vegas.

r
United States Marshal C. M.
returned to the city this morning
from attending to official business In
the southern part of the territory.
In a red hot game of base ball at
Socorro yesterday the Socorro Reds
defeated the School of Mines team by
a score of 8 to 6. The occasion was
the San Miguel fiesta.
Mrs. J. J. Thomas of Gallipolis O.,
is Here to spend the winter. Mrs.
Thomas has two children here, Miss
Thomas, Instructor in the High school
Fm
and Blaine Thomas.
Frank Steffena, proprietor of the
mos. 118 and 120 South Second street.
Merchants Cafe, on South Second
street, was taken ill yesterday after
noon with what appeared to be paral
ysls. He1 is about today.
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
N. W. Alger, who was at Las Vegai
where he had on exhibition at the
History
Into
The Greatest Fair Has Passed
Northern New Mexico fair several
jars of preserved seedless apples, re
turned to the city last night.
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
choice bargains, which we wrlsh to dispose of In order to make
Charles Drlscoll, one of the old
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
time settlers of the southwest, is In
people
good
to
offered
the
ever
GLASS,
ETC,
CHINA,
CUT
SILVER,
Albuquerque on a visit. Mr. Drlscoll
of Albuquerque.
Is a resident of Arizona and was clerk
of the upper house there for three
Hickox-Maynar- d
terms.
Mrs. L. H. Chamberlin, wife of the
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
dentlBt, and her mother, Mrs. Heath,
returned this morning from a visit to
Bond lit Your Watohoa tor stopalrm
Muncte, Indiana.
Mrs.
Chamberlin
has been absen. since the first of
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
July.
Mrs. Mudge, mother of H. U. Mudge,
general manager of the Rock Island
railway, passed through the city this
morning en route to her home in Chi
cago from a visit to a daughter living
I
at Mesllla Park, N. M.
Chas. Zlegler, chief bell hop at the
Alvarado, is anticipating a visit from
'Fourth and Railroad A venae
nls
brother, Charles, who
la now on nia way here from the
fatherland. This Is the young man's
first trip to America.
Mrs. H. E. Rutherford went to Santa Fe this morning, acompanled by
her daughter, Mrs. F. M. Lyon and
Mrs Lyong young friend, Miss Cam
eron. After a visit of ten days to
HARDWARE.
friends in Santa Fe, all three will go
to Mrs. Lyon's home at Victor. Colo.
Special communication of Temple
Lodge No. e, A. F. and A. M., Sunday
afternoon, at 1:30 o'clock to attend
SADDLES
the funeral of the late Thomas Matza
All members of Temple lodge and vis
CHINA
iting brethren are requested to be
present. By order 6f the Worshipful
GLASSWARE
Master. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
Manuel Gonzales, a well known
PLUMBING
barber of this city, and William Met
gar, formerly a clerk at the whole
T1NN1NO
sale liquor establishment of Melini &
Eakin, will leave tomorrow night for
Wlllard, Torrance county, where they
expect to engage In business. The
Citizen and their many friends wish
them the best of luck.
Mr. and Mrs. Preclllno
of Pena
Bianca have lost their little daughter
by death.
The child was taken ill
with typhoid fever at Cerrllloa
GO.
couple of weekg ago, and was brought
here to receive better medical atten
tion. Death occurred yesterday. The
Fourth and Railroad A venae
bereaved parents took the remains to
Bianca today for burial.
1 Pena
Major Eugene Van Patten, a mem
ber of the Dona Ana delegation to the
republican convention at Las Vegas
THE
passed through the city this morning
en route to the Meadow City. Mr.
Van Patten intended going up yester
day with the bunch, but missed the

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured.
find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

For-ake-

F. TROTTER

The

Co.

ALBUQUEROUE

CO,

HARDWARE

HARNESS

ALBUQUERQUE

ITT

HARDWARE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
rcur trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL,

XIFor

Sacks

WOMEN

CLUB

DISCUSS

BABIES

The Albuquerque Woman's club held
an interesting session yesterday after
noon. Domestic science was the sub
ject of a valuable talk made by Mrs
temperance Whltcomb. Mrs. Geo. F.
Albright conducted the parliamentary
(lr: 11, while Mrs. Keogh gave the club
some valuable demonstrations in serv
ing light refreshments.
Mrs. H. B
Kay s talk on "English Gardens
was
thoroughly enjoyable. The club's new
home, which Is in course of construe
tion, came up for a share of the at
tentlon of the meeting, while the
baby thow of the late fair was the
subject of much discussion.
Black Cat stockings for
are splendid
values. Compare them with the grades
you have been getting somewhere else
and we are sure you will find it to
your advantage to give them a trial
C. May's Bhoe store, 314 West Rail'
road avenue.
Our

25-ce-

men, women and children

Chicken dinner at the Columbus to
morrow.
A

NEW MEAT MARKET

4-

4

Our Young

Men's Suits

gro-eer-

SHOWEVERY

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
No. 112 John St
Auto Phone 604.
PHOTOGRAPHS FREEI
We will make for each child that
wai entered in the Baby snow,
of
whether a prize winner or not,
a doz.n Cabinet Photographs, ABSO
LUTELY FREE. Bring the baby to
our studio at your first convenience.
. MlLLETT studio,
' 215 West Railroad Avenue.
Golnz to the mountains SundavT We
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
Houston. 205 West Railroad avenue.

-

f

The style shown above Is on. of our famous H. S.
Price range from $15.00 to $30.00 for a suit.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

E

suits.

I

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
a

r

&

Fv7j& (UJ

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

COLORADO RHONE 74

AUTOMATIC PHONE B4B

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies
Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

Butcher - Knives - Saws - Clea vers - Steels
SHEF HARDWARE SADDLERY
Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

0

WMtaey Company 0o

o
0 WhoEesaBe
00

Mardware

0

0
o
0
Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
O
0
o Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
0
00
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Supplies.
Mail us yourorders,sss5Jtss
00
0 I
0
rirt
Albuquerque, New Mexico
0 (
0
& Zearing
Speelman
R.R.
205 West Gold Avenue
I IB. I IT. mouth
Btroot
ItS,dot.
dot. North rirmt Btroot

TICKETS

BOUGHT. SOLD

EXCHAN6E0

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and mandolin. Guaranteed to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one desiring lessons address general delivery, city.
o
FOR
YOURS
THE TAKING-FR- EE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL-

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. President

Furniture, Stoves, Enameledware,
Glassware, Carpets and Linoleum
Special Prices on Dishes for this week.
SOLOMON

T. C. NEAD,

LUNA,

Tresurer and Manager

Mcintosh Hardware Company

EPHANT.

APPLES WITH NO SEED1 NO
CORE1 TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

At once, loy. about 14 to 16 years
old, who desires to learn the printer's
Apply at this office.
IradV.

TONIGHT1

Co-

TONIGHT1
TONIGHT!
LUNCH AT THE WHITE

FREE
ELEPHANT.

JOBBERS OF

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware
i

o
BARGAIN.

ROOMS
AND HALL
ROOMING HOUSE ON RAILROAD

econd

M.

Tho Sincerity Store

SIXTEEN

2St

A.

6

AND

WEEK.

Chicken and dumplings at the
lumbus for Sunday dinner.

$7.00 to $15.00

This Illustration shows
the shape of the new
Sack Coats, which are
ara now the proper
thing in thlg type of
garment. While they
conform with the lines
of the figure, they are
yet made with ample
fullness; trousers are
cut with a good width at the hips and knees, and the coats are of
good length. The skirt is flared at the side seams and the back is
cut In at tue waist.
'
styles are tailored side or center vents.
The
We have several styles of thla character In a great many very
handsome fabrics and with quite a difference In regard to the lapels,
lengths, and other minor points.

e

iMr. J. F. Palmer, who for many
years has conducted a first-clas- s
and feed store at 601 North First
street, wishes to announce that, on
Monday morning, October 1, he will
open, In connection therewith, a high
grade meat market.
All grades of
meat will be carried in the best quality and the public is assured of everything the market affords.
Nothing But th. Best.
A NEW

ats

rage...

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop:

AS WELL AS THINGS TO EAT AND
LOOK AT DOMESTIC SCIENCE
RECEIVES DUE ATTENTION.

WANTED.

$2.50 to $7.50

Pianos and Music

e

Immediate Service

OuiBoy's Knee Pant Suits

Ooalora lit

Association Offloo
Transactions
Manager Davis, of the Penny ParCuaranlaad
lor, 216 V. South Second street, antrain.
nounces a change of program, new ROSENFIEID'S,
William Loughry won the half-milI IB W, R. R, Ave.
hurdle race at the Railroad avenue pictures and new songs every SaturA who)
show for a
skating rink last night, with John But day morning.
ler a close second. V. Lazzary came penn.- -.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
out third. Lester Breen, an expert
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
BREAD and take no other.

fresh from the Rochester shops, in
three styles, conservative, medium and extreme. Your
size is your fit. Come? Men's Suits $10.00 to $30.00

Stein-Bloc- h

J

We invite

som.

Fit-tingCo-

are all the

Learnard & Lindemann

g

Doming.

When

New
Form

AVE.

ALL FURNISHED COMPLETE,

MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE.
EASY
INQUIRE STAR FURNITTERMS.
URE CO., 214 GOLD AVENUE.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAI

Albuquerque,

:

:

j&New Mexico

